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Ome, widely-used eriti:rion for ti~e "largeness" of a cardhm} ntm~bcr is strong: 
inac!:essibiIity, h~ a veiny tea!  sense, the s t rongb inaceee;sib~e cardinal '.s thie 
smallest of the large ca~diaaN. However the nodo~ of stretch: i~acc~v,~,s~bi~iiV l ~es 
its meanbg in the absence of ~ axiom of choice and ~MeuLar and .+' ...... + tf~e 
cardinals play a much m>-e im.p0rmnt role i:l ~},e theory cg !arae cardinals whh<m~ 
the: axiom of  choice, : 
l.n !:be m'esent paper; ,  ve are concerned w~ih se(~ uences of adjaaem cardi~aai< ;i.~ 
of which are in some s:~iase "large", We: mvest~mrte qu,esdons of ~.he h~.llewh~,~. 
• , ~" " whose  successor  a I s  a~so sort" ""Can there emsz a measurable caromal  < .... 
measurable?"  TNe ~;~' '  ~ ~ " measm:able cardinab i:v a ex,.[, ,r~c~: o~ suet:pairs of successB,e 
consequence of the  axiom Of d.el:ermlnacy; sot0vay [ ~6~; has proved, under fiiis 
hN~otbes~s , +h,,-t ivVt aud  are meas~a'able carcffnah. The assv.mptk)a o f  dc~;fud,, 
i 'ac j  is; of course, qmte snong, and we shal! show dmt hs co~seclum'~::e }::w<)h i::~ 
eonsecv;dve measura0[e cardinals is itself ,~t~,,,~,~ 
Wiffie there has bee:: no success ii~ fi-e search for hyp0t>eses weaker &~aa 
determir~acy whirl- giw insiance:~ of  s~acces:dve measmable  Cardinah. we have 
bee~ able to find { starts b~- weaker  assumptkms ,:hat p:~gvide modet¢ witk oa i rs  of 
aot measurable, arc s£fit !artier The mab tool ad jacent  cardi,2a]s ,.vhk:h, although " 
f,e.¢ these resu!ts is ar  ac.'aptat;.o~ of S*ih~er's te,:b~ique of backward East<m ferdmz, 
Whgle little work hPs beer !  done previous?iv ,on consect~t~ve:imge eardimls( 
vast  " a"7  ~ , . . . . .  dmst ,  a ie ,  we  "'+ . . . . .  ~':  am ........ h, as b,,:-en @,)ue o~ suecc:ssor iarge cardi~m!s: To  . . . .  ; ...... : 
work of 3eoh L4jr^ '~ ~,<d ~"-"'~u,,'*" ~; [:fg]; Ih both o f  these, forcing is used  a; ci~ang# :a 
large cardinal :a to v +, and then  ar_~ 7miet model is found Where .,'t i s  sKI! < 'but  X 
retains ~he "!araeness ;~it had  in the grc,'und model. Tbfs method .% h~a=-iequate for 
tl%" pre!,e:~t pU:<pores; -: "~'" " . . . . .  " :  " " "': . . . .  " ;  ~ ' -  "<""" '  p'mpe d,es of ,<line measdrabm~.y 4, _,f.~ ',,veal. <a:tmp,q~.,,4J~:>.s 
are not ~.)reserved. : : : '  : : : / 7) :;: "i 
A de,:per reason o~ the failure:of d.tat apv)~,:oacb; is lprovLted by :ar~ ur-:r~ub[is~a~} 
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~heorem of Kunen. It stales that the existence of ~wo successive measurable 
cardinals impIies for each ordinal {~ there is an i~In:sr modal of ZFC wkh a 
v-~*zque:.nce of measm'abk cardinals, The proof is sfi.c~ilar to the olle ir,~ [,]. 
Kunen has also deri~'ed a simila:, consequence ~',,.:;~p, successive weakly com- 
pacts. K ~: and ~./~ are both weakly compact, then fo~ e: ach n < a.~ there is an inner 
model of ZFC wkh f~ measurable cardinals. One of the variatior~s ~n Section 7 wili 
show how to prove the co ~s{ste*!cy o:! two weakly cc ~I ~act cardinals in a row. We 
shall need to invoke some rad.~er strong hypothe~e.~ : /ere,  and Ktmen's theorem 
provides at least partial justificati,qn for the use of these ays~.mptiei~s, 
'Finis paper divides itself roughly into two parts. Th~ first p~rt is co~:cerned with 
the conseq{..,ences of certain large cardinal ~iypothes,:s. tn Section !, we consider 
the assumption of the existence of a cardinal ~,: which is measurable and 
whose successor is also meastxrable, This assumption ~asstrong negative consequ- 
e~lces itt terms of choice principles. In Section 2 ,:re consider the length of the 
~dtrapower of a measurable cardinal. K the length is ,'as sw.a!! as possib!e, then ~[~e 
cardir~a~ must be a successor cardinal. 
The seco,~d part of the paper is somewhat forager and contains consistertcy 
resu}E. We begin by collecting in 8ectio~l 3 ~ome n,ecded facts about forcing at~d 
iterated forc{ng. 
~P~ Se.ctio~: q. we describe a backward Easton type collapse employing a general 
meti-~cd ",',c to Si!ver. !n Section 5 we prese:qt a ~:]odei with a weakly compact 
cai:dina! J< whose successor e< + is n-teasurabie. The ~ es~fi~s of Section 5 still hold if 
we require tSat ~< = X~: that ~s tile contempt o~ Seetkm 6. 
The method of Sectior~s &-o is quite general, but we restrict ourseives there to 
{me e:,.mup~e (a weakly compact whose successor is measurabie) At! the ideas of 
~~e ge~:crai i~'2eihod are there and the presentation "s no~ clutterei  by unnecessary 
a}}s~rac{ious or c.ase-by.-case argumen%. Ju te  me key ideas blare been estab- 
1{shed, other resubos come quick!y. Co~]c!uding the paper is Section 7. which 
co;~sis~:.:, of a co~!cctior~ of possible variations and embdl ishments.  We consider 
.)thor types (',f large cardinals accessible cardinals diffe,~vnt frorn ~,  and longer 
sequences of successive lar~te cardB~ais. 
Let ws cow, tirade this f imoductory section with a smvey of the standard 
defhfiti(>.;_~s, cc.,,w.endons, a,qd restfits which will be used. As our underlyb~g theory 
~s,'<: take tSe n'.-;~xal i'orrm~tation of Zermeio Fraenket se~ :~heory (ZF). That theory 
dee~; ~,'.)t i~ciude the axiom of ch(~ice (AC). Iqowever, when we use the method of 
forcing, we shah asinine {!~at AC is trt~e in {he grou~d model. Co}:~sequen*Jy AC 
will h(>id h~ the get,eric extension ~,r.~--~v]v~] as wel!. The weaker choice princip!es 
whic}: :,tppear ii?ctude weil-orde:'.~d chc, ice ~,.f length ~ (AC~), dependent choice 
(DC), mid dependent choice of ~eagth ~((DC~). Delinidons may b~: found in [2]. 
With ii:~e f,.:w excepfior:s noted below, the concepts, deSnitior~,,~: and notations 
are slanda:;xL The ict ters< arid ; are rcs'erved :!or regular uncou~:~table cardh~als. 
i:ror cneas~r<:; oaa a n,,ea~÷urable cardi~:a!, the symbols b~:, -~,; a ,d  ~r are used. 
K~e v,e~?thooc i~ ,."f course de~,oted by ~ and our standard free vmiabie for logical 
< 
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e . . . .  - , vJ~eeK letters ~-  "" for arbkrary  (vo ~otm~dae ~s ,Q. Al l  other  lowercs_se ~r  ' .>~am~ 
Nemrmnn)  ordinals. 
The symbo! 2 ~ stands for the power  set of x. 7n the evem that 2~ can b:~ 
wel l -ordered, fis card[nalffy wilI be 12~!. We shal] . . . . . . . . .  , " "" here1 :~a~e occaaou to compare 
the size.,; of non-wel ! -orderaMe sets. 
• ab be fomad in Mmost every section of th.~s paper.  l~ie .Meastnable cardm ,,~ win" "'~ . . . .  
definitkm 0( measurab le  cardinal {s due to U Iam 172i]. 
A set g.~ is a ~ot'ma~ measure on ~+: if bt is a ~on-principat u!.~rafiltcr o~? ~e which 
satis~es 
i f  f :  ~¢ -~ g< and  {a  < ~e IS fe ) - .  eel ,= >, men fo r  some .C <{{~} ~; #.,'., 
(A  function f with the oroper ty  f(e:)<(e is called regressive.) As is -¢.,,e~t4<nown, 
the condit ion above is equivalent o the co~dit]on: K {.zt~ i d_ < ~<) is a :,.em_~er~ce of 
ebmen£s  of ,.,., the d~agonat imersectfon, 
a ,z,~={~<rls~ll, , s<< 
is in ¢z. Of  course~ a ~.on~m! measure {s ~:-addith-,:;:. th~: h Jows  h°om the 
,r~ ms- cardkm~ ~c is ,,v, ea.v_urob;e K i-~ere,. b_, 3. normal  mcas~ r~ on ;<. With dd:~ 
defi~zitiom we need ~_ot worry about  having e~ough choice to p;ove that normal 
measures  ex is t .  
~m~.~:,e.~ A o~ ~ ~s dosed  ff U (A f '~a ' )qA  whenever  ~<~e and A ,q{~ {.*~ 
non-void.  The set A fs m~bo:mded in a: if (_] A = ~. A norton1 measure  conmh~s id! 
the  "" ~'< * s~,~e~s of ~ wMch are dosed  and unbounded.  
W~ shall a!so make use of weakly compact  eardinais. Tiae symbol  L.vr">j i,,~. used 
to denote the co!tect%n of ~ e lement subsets of a set X. A cardb.ai x is we{~g~lT 
• ~ :L~c]-~'~ *here is unbom~.ded subset ,4, of ~ compact  if for each par tkkm . . . .  ?  an 
such that F i [A ]  2 is a constant function. The set A is ca~led homoge,~teoas ~',a~ F~ 
m~,a r, .  [g] -~..~ have As is wel i -known, ff a' < :c and ~ < ~, then  part it ions of the *' ,'- '"'~i . '~ " 
homogeneous  sets also. 
Measurable  ~ - . . . .  ~ va.,c~ma~ are weaMy compact.  !~ i2~ct, we may insist thai P~e 
homoge~.eous sets lie in ar~ arbkrary  norton2 measure  ~:_ .  
We shall need a standard result about  these iarge cardinals. A proof  may be 
found iu [I] .  The contraposit ive of Proposit ion 0.1 wiil be usefu:l ii{ vg,.,~to,,~,m~ f.  tiu,~'~" 
various cardin~iis are noi  measurab le  (or weaa,y"~ Compact}. 
prepes~t iea  0.3  ! f  ~ is measurable or wealdy compad and ~ < ~<. ;'he~ 6,,ere is }~o 
one-  (o :or~e func  ion ] .  x-~. ~ . 
#"or~.~a~:T 0o2o AC implies fl~at: both measuvabte:cardinais  and weak ly  com[wc~ 
cardinc4s are ~ , e mro,.~, l imit cardie,~ags. 
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C@~ag~",' @+3° 2]+" ~--+3 + then, AC,~ impties ~< is neithm+ measurable ~+or weakJy 
Co~ P!+:)eA<+L 
0.0.3  +s measurable, then AC+ may be replaced by AC+. This % !f i~i Corollary ' ~ + '
proved in Section i. 
the  large cardinal assumption (Nee) (~ and ,<+ are measural)!e, cardfnals) is quite 
suong. Kur~en's result, that it irnplies the existence of inner models wifl~ many 
measurabies, has ah-eady been mentioned+ So!ovay [16] has show.n that the axiom 
of determinacy impties R~ and b~?+ are measurable. 
We investigate the assumption ~n terms of choice principles and show that e< 
and <' being measurable implies that AC,< fails and R(~:) has no wen-ordering. 
As a corotiary we prove that any inner model of ZFC mus[ exclude a bounded 
subset of .<. 
In Theorem 1.3 we show that a mode! in which ~e aud <" are both measurable 
cannot co,Hath certain generic subsets of re. The method is general and has 
consequences which will be discussed at the end of Section 5. 
Many of the results in ¢his secfiop, ar, d ~he next could be proved vMng the 
macbh:.ery of ulFapowers. However, the fundamental theorem is not always 
av:qiaNe b @e abserce of @e axiom of choice, ar, d it is m:)re efficien{ to give 
dh'ect proefs+ 
............... ~e~<,> ~ ~iff~er ,.q" m,e ~%Jbwing~ contradicts ~.7~e sim~dmneo~g~ measurabiiiB, of 
N INLJ "~ + 
( i  } AC<. 
(2i r~(,,+) is welI.-orderable. 
P~G~L We shall . . . . . . . . . .  " + 3sscn  +~ nat  }¢ is !neast l rab!e  w i lh  l l o rma]  med,s~_lre ,(D ant l  o roduce  
. . . .  i '~ + 2 '<. This will show that +r ~ cannot be measurable by a (}ne+tc : - ,one  ~ +++nc++.~A] ( : K+- ' i  
Proposition O. L 
We+borderings of £ can t ~ coded by subsets of ~.. This is made possible by 
ocu+ ++ constructible r>ab+b+~ hn-~ct[oc ~. r . . . .  
The+ . . . . .  - ' , , ('n •'+~ find '¢ ~ ypn he;s> ( i ] o,: be used .++, \~,1 ;. ° . + V.) . . . .  a ~<- .seq[ lence  \ j }  -~+' one- to+o i~e 
functions L :cv +.~+2`7 ]r~ .the case +ff (l), we km:~w that for each +~ <;+: such a 
fu,~_+xion e,,t]st:£ !+ i~+ a ci~oice hmctk+n correspop+ding k} the funcdou ,~.~ : o~ + --~. ~'"z'- 
, s  dedne,J, by 
+<+., . . . . .  " ,c+< +s well-ordering o_[ order type T]. 
• ' ~ . . . .  and ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q+~,':~ e< ~s ,, "+ m~+r~ hie, .a-+r" implies e+ is a lhmt ,+a~dmm, so *~¢< e< there is a 
,~:, .,.: i-uuc£Km h;~ e+. A ,cs.,-~<.~ application of " Aw,+ yieR:ts the sequence qt.~ c- < 
In case (2), fix a well-ordering @ of Nh,:L Define ( t~v ~:~.:ac4on on y: 
f~ %0 = the @- least  e leme~t of .~_ -, ,, ~/y. : 
Using the sequence ( i ,  1 c~ < ~',~} let uS define a f~.~actbn g :2  '~ --~ 2" by 
165 
~eg(A)  ff and only if {8<~[An8 co4~s a w,.h-~c,r~,,,~.~ng 
# ~? f~s (A ns )}6  Fo 
Next  we describe ~: a+~-2  " by 
y£y) = g(any st@set of ~¢ c,~amg, an ordering of type .v~,, 
and show that f is well-defined and onc-to-.oae. 
Zf A and B are subsets of ~< which code weli-orderings a~d A = ~ then 
{8<~: ,4  N8  and Be' IS code weH-orderings ~nd "* c-~ ~,'.- a ~-, ~ 
is a dosed msbounded subset of ,< and hence an e lement of tg. '£h~s ~.<,A,-) - g(2_Q. 
and f is wetl.-defined. 
Suppose: A and B code weil~orderings a~d A. # B. Wi@out loss ~{' ge~>r:@>, 
< ~ and there is a (possibly partial) function _£:£ ~,-< which identifies ~_ ..... ~e ~e~ ..... J
of the ordering coded by A. wkh a proper initia! segmenl  of N. Let "i be ar~ 
element of ~v which is no~. in the range of F; with respect o ~h¢ orde ing  gh'er~ by 
B, ~-,~ represents an o~4i,i~? . . . . . . .  ,,tea~,,~"" ~'~- than or e,:vzat. {o i .  The_ . . . . .  f ,~.ie~.wfi~,.  ~-. c ~}xe,1 
ur~bouaded set is in Iz: 
~" ~ . I A n 8 a=~d B N 8, code we!NorderirGs, and range (/_r } ~;) ~ 8}. 
When ~ is in that set and 3 is large ermu~h so that ,] :is in ~he field of B f% & the 
~ 8 silows (i Consequent ly " : ~.~ ...... e ~-~, m o'~ ~ ue 
h (8)=tbe  least ~3 at which A(A  Fl@ and £(B  AS) differ 
is regressive art an e lement of .~ and has constant value ~o on a set in t~-- ]it io lo~,,s 
"*fia*- g(A) and ~(~9" differ at f3,j, .m,/.~,~ p ~ ~.g that ,f is,one--to-o~.e. v_ . o )  
i t  is interesting to compare a con:sequence of  the theorem akh  a <esub: of 
Rowbott0m [13], who proves that @e e×istence of a measurable cardina! implies 
2" f3L[r]  is countable for ever 3, real: r. Hence for each r ti>cre :is a rea l  s" which is 
~ot in ~--t, ~,. emm ,~:~eo,-em IA .it follows that  ,, ~ ~,,~. ~. are. 
a.~d A, is :a set  o f  ordinals, then there; is abounded s;abset x ef ~,: ,.~c~ , 
xgL[A]. We Orovea  slightly: strone~er form of  tMs as Corollary !.2. 
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c~:,r~.~,~ °2,. Ass~m~e ,,< acid ~<" are 5o~h measterable. Job" cu, y ironer mnde~ Mot  
ZF(.' there is a~~ mdb.~a; c~ < n ~ " a,a:~ a sM)set x ~ ¢ such that x~.g'I. 
P~e~:~L Ass4me M comams" all bounded s*.4)sets of ~.'. we  sb.ow ~,ee~ ~c_.: M. ~ . . . . . .  aum 
contradk,:~s @e theorem because R(;¢)C'l M is weit-orderable. 
_ ' : . R t~_  ~,  and y Since ;4 is Procec:ding by mduct~on, assume B < ~, ~ ' ' c , ~ ~ R@ + I). 
s,.roug:y inaccessible in P i  there ~s a oee-to-o,~e function ~, : =<((~)--> % 7 < e~.By 
assumption.,  the bounded set o f  ord inals  F 'y  is in M, and  F is in N{  so 
y := F -  ~ (].v,%) ~ M: There fore  ~2 (/3 + ]) _c M'. Tb.e limit stages of the inductkm are 
trivial. N] 
Our  next theorem extends  these res~fits. _~t uses a d i f ferent  techn ique  to obta in  a 
welt-ordering of -R0<) and consequently show that x and ,<+ are not both 
me measurable, The theorem will have implications for ~- '°backward-East-on" 
attempt at providing the consistency of two measurable cardinals i~ a row: these 
will be dismissed h~ Section 5. The discussion is quite genera1 and demomTtrates 
that the natm'ally arisfi~g inner models of a baclvward Easton eel!apse do not have 
two conseet~tive measurable cardiaais. 
A very well-known generalization of Cohen forcing will be needed, tf ~ is a 
reg<dar cardinal, a ee-Cohen condkion ~s a function from an ordiaai less than 
b~to 2. The notion of one h:nction extending ar~other partiaiiy orders the ~<-Cohen 
condkions. Tb_e ordering is &-dosed ~br all S < ~<. An (M, ~)-Cohen set is a subse~ 
of ~ whose eharacmrisdc functio~ is of the forth_ U G, where G is a~ M-generic 
subset o';! the ;~-Cohe.n ordering in M, 
A lmost  any notion of forcing wb_ich is ,3-dosed for all 8 < ;< wii! work as well as 
~<-Cohen forcing, ha pardc@ar, if <me is co!!apsing a cardinaI ) to ~ using partial 
t'uncfio~>: fi'om ~r to A whose domains have cardinaHty iess than ~, the proof of 
Theorem !.3 can t,e adapted b'; replacing "At7)=0"  with "A(7)  is a limit 
ordb~aL' The n -Cohen 'o_~mmlalion of 1.3 wm~ chosen because it ,~rovides the 
mo:<t h:msparer~t coring. 
7'~m,ere.ni~ ~_o3-. S¢q:~y.)se M ~nd N ar~: models of ZF  which share' the s~m,e o:'dMals, 
(~) ROdC~NsR( ,OP  M, 
(2} A4 > (Vo. < ~<) ( R @:) ha~ a weil-orde~'ing of length bess ~!~,a!~ ; ). arid 
(3) M M *here is a,~ @4, ~c).-Cbhe~ se*. 
'N~e~,..r'.t>;) c'~ N = ROd F~ iW at~d ~.he~.'e is a u,eILodering of ROe) M AL d%ase- 
qeeentgy either < or :~e is ;~og measure{hie iH N] 
The h3potiseses imo~v h:~t e. is a strongly inaccessibm cm'dirm in M. The case 
~-." = a~ cm~ r-e s.'-.he~}, ovedooke,.:~; R~,<e) ~,s always wei l -orderan!e.  ~t ~s r~,'.}t assumed 
that 3.2 5-S A<. 
Y~.*ccesdve ~arge cm'dinagx 1 d7 
}?l;@e,f2 Us!r~g the C01~struedbk f .h-~g~ fimcHon, an (~/;'-, ;c?-Cohetl. . . ~ set b N may bc 
v~ewed as a subset o.,." ~< x ~: Let A* : ~,< :.< ~<-:,2 de~ote the characteristic hmct%r~ of 
such a set. Using' A. We Wfii defir~e a i~w~; 1~ f':[~.,:]r<-~°R(~<]: 
~ 7o < >v.,, < T~.< _  a.rK~ et%,  ?2) = {(qo, vh}~4 'i'~-" "}2', A.(y) :l- "~o, "v2 -~ rh) = {.~ } ~s ~:! 
well-fotmded a:ad extens~onaI relatior., or~ 7i, the~ ~et: I:'<{"y,. %, ? j )  5a ~he i:ma,.?e 
o~. % under the t"a~sidve coi!apse of the struc~re. (7>. *.-.,. y , " : '  Y:d,'." ' ~ % ~st'~,> ",,,}) 
'-"' T J )  = O. fails to be wei ldou~ded and extei~siona~, set ~<~?0, 5'!, 
As f is a well-defined fum:tion in 2< its range X=f"[~<]: is i~ /'< ~vk:rcuve:< 2;" 
can be well-.ordered because it is the image of the welborderable set [;<~ ' ihe 
proof will be co~=p!ete if we cm5 show 
(a) Every element o~ X has rank less than g (so that Xg  R0~)f? N~7-~?~(~<}f'-: 
M); and 
(b) R(~)f3i~dcX. 
By the definition of £ the raz~k of/({?o, %, YJ) is iess than 3'~, and Y] <~ by 
hypotheses (]) and (2~ This proves ~ s e.  ta~. 
'The proof of (b) uses the ,<-Cohe~ gener~dty of A.  Let p be any #<-.Cohen 
condition i~a M aud x ~ R(*~-)(? ~i.f. we  wil~ fi~'~d an extermkm q of p m!d ordi~mis 
To < % < 2e~ < ~< such that 
q lkf({%, %, T J )= x. 
Sr~andard ensity arguments and the absoluteness ,:;.~' the transitive co~ai:ise wi~i 
complete the proo<. Use hypothesk; (2) t:o fi~d a one-:to-one fui-~ctkm g f rom R(o0 
o~to ¢< where ~, ¢ < ~< and x e R(ee). Set % = g(x) a~d 'y~ =- ~3. )Let -y: be the bast  
ordhmI y which satisfies the set, fence 
_~f ~,  :% < #, then the ordinai corresponding to the pair (y  + ~'M "i.,+ '> ~; b. 
greater than 71 Udom (p). 
T!?ere are at most i'Yl u dora (P~i ordJ~l,~ y whbi~ fai~ tc, sat[siy the above, m~d 
]7, O dora (P)I < ~<- so "Ya exists arid {-s less tha~ ~c The re@t~ired ~¢-Cohen eo~db.h.~ 
q is defined by 
~,i,) q I (dom(p) )=p;  
(2) 2f ,5 is so~ m_ dora (p) and S eorrespouds under the paking function to. a pah 
of the [orm {T2+ ~,,, ?~ +'.'h) with ~,> ~h< i£~ and g<(~b)~ g-1(~h), the~~ gist.),: {}: 
and 
(3) q(~)= t odaerwise. 
The domaiv ~.,'~ q is the least element of e. which is g~eater. "~a*m.'d.~ at  the onAh,~is .... 
which correspo~d to pairs fro~: ' #) v - ,  . . . .  t?'~+ . , (g~-~.  The choice of Tz was ms, de so 
that ti~ere Js no co~fiict between p and the above codi~g, By co~strtmtiom q forces 
the formula 
~°{5'_,,E(T~.,'Yj) transit ive]y coita~ses m (i~(~)N~,-4. s} and +'{% 
%,  "yj)  - x . "  ~ : 
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In this section we discuss an unusual  property of measurable cardinals. It ~s 
unique among ~arge ca_rdinal axioms - -  any cardinaI t~aving this pmpe~-y m-,~st be 
a successor caM~nal. The proof of this fact is the  main re~u!t of Sectim~ 2. 
'The prope~*ty in quesdon is that the order type of the ultrapower ~'~/~ is exactly 
~<~. We begin by sinewing that ~+ is the least possible value for that order type. 
Next we show that AC~ i:-~@iies the order ~ype is greater than ~". Using this fact 
we are abie to prove ~he main _result, Corolta,y 2.5. 
Because we want tI"te order type of the tflt_rapower to be an o~:dina!, we sha}~ 
assume ~he principle on ~ dependent  c,o~ce.,'": ~- ., ,~,_,TY-' i!or the entfi-e section. 
Let us fix attention on a particular measurable caMinal .< and normal measure 
#.. Define, for f ,=~< the equivalence class 
O~de,: the equivalep.ce classes by 
Because p. is an ultrafiiter, the ordering is Enea-r. Using DC and the countabie 
completene~,s of ~,.o m~e east!5 sees that it is a we|!-orderh,S, whose length wW be 
depleted by ~d,'.O. An  immediate result is th,.' following. 
F,~e~£ It wi]~ be shov,,n tha& 8 ~ ;,:Qx), for each 8 <" ~ 'L Let 8 < #~ be given arid Iet 
U:~ .... ~2- be a sm'iectior~. ~.Ne s!:mH define a 8-seqt~enee (fv 17 <6)  of functions 
fYoip. ~< [o  a such t'[~at 
!5~<%'<8 impEes [5]<[f . , ] .  ([) 
This is suaicieY~ ~o pco~'e ee(l.,)>& 
Fcrr ce<£ and T<8,  define f r (a)  to be the order type of the set of ordinals 
I' (~ F"a. Si~:~ce the  card{na]ky of this set is less than ~<, wc have thai: I~,t,~v) " " " "-~ ~-~. and 
(.f}~ { ' r  < 8) is a sequence og fm>_fions ilr<)m ~e to *<. 
'Fo demo~strate (1).. assume ~3 < T < S. { et ~ be the least e lement of ~{ such that  
i}; ~:~ F('~.! ) < 7. }if (:e c ~e -- (p~ + 1 ), then 
f3 {n ,~z"a g ,y f~ F~'c ,. 
a'ad ihe set on the right contains an o~dina!, namei3e F(,N), whiqh dongnates every 
e!cment of ti~e set on the lef< This shows that 
c<:mtains a q '-~ g " <: f ~.n; , ~.egme!~t o~ <, and so [.,i~.~[,v], a~ desired. 
&races;ire iagge g'a:dinaig ~ ~o 
Tc investigate further the tengtn ..~ :;<(m), it m heiofui to look &~.{ c{ {:~roper ~<dtm! 
segme~_,t of it. " - "  " " oup!.o~e K iS a hml t  Cardinal and iet S:~-+~,: by the ~;t~.;:ressor 
:[unction. For each c:< <, S(o:)=a + ~s the ~.~as~ cardh'mi grea~er tha:~ ~v. ~,~'~ 
, o '  " " x(g, <.) denote the order type of the initial segment Of ~d°/~ ' determi~ed by [$] 
that is; ~;(p., S) is th,e length of  
Ifg] }' ~¢K ~u. , ~ and [ f ]<[S]} .  
Clearly ~(~, S )< ~(b:). For the rest of this sectio> we wi!1 be concer~ed with fhe 
length of ~<(l.~, S). We begi~ by describing the e.~ee~ ff  of AC,.. 
~.ea.o We shall need two consequences of AC. .  
(1) K is a limit cardinal, and 
(2) for a]t a ~ ~-, e~ + is regu]ar. 
The fi::st is a ,o~o~m 0 of Proposition 0 1. the aroo[ of (2) is iust like li,~e prOo,< 
usk:,g ~-~..~, ..... all successor cardinals are regumr, Fact ([} b Vkak ,,<(!.~, S) [s 
undefined whe~l ~; is a successor cardbaL 
For contradicdo:~, let. !3 = cf 0':(g, . . . .  S]} and  assume [3 ~ m hwoki~:g .e',C. ,~ one 
r~ore dine° we may find a sequence o~ represer~tatives if ~. < f~) such that he 
sequence (fie] 1 7 < t3) is incrr:asi~g arid cofi~al in the initial, segment {[fj i r}"!<. 
[.~,]}. Let  
Ey assumption, A~, ~ p. for a!] I < ~ V4e shaJt show tfmt uo sequeoce <'f~ J ~, < {~} 
Can exist by producin!z a function g : ~,:--> e¢ such that 
[L/J--[g] for a[! T<{~$, a!]d /gjo--[o]. 
This is a contradiction to the [iypothesis that {[ j i~]ly<~} is m~bour:ded ~n 
w-ti __ proof spiits into two cases. 
Case I. f i r ; , : .  Let g : .<~< be .riven by 
g(ce) = sup .[f.,(~)# t 1 7 < ;;}- 
Thor, clearly " .-- r~] # ~ , [g ]  -~sa ~o~ all -~, <i J .  
Since {~ < ~0: and the A~,'s are 5-, u.. f-]~,<~ A~ a l-i. :If ~ (~'f I~,<~ ,,4... eh,:.m ~:Q:.:) < 
c~- + for ~L T <¢-  K in addition a > B, then cf (~+)> ~, and 
g(,~) = sup {L (e0 ~-~ i :~ < ~:} < ~ +. 
Thus (,c).,<~ A~.)-- ¢ c_,{e: ~ a [ g(ev')< c~"} and so [g]<:[S]. 
Case 2. ~ = g,a T11is thne define g by 
g(a:) = sup {/~AcQ'>I ! 7<u}.  
Fox: 3' <~<; the Set {~ ~ ~-<:I L(e:)i < g(~)} con~aii:s the: cofir!a[ segment :< :-( '?+ !}: 
hence [~.]<tgj .  , : : ,  . : : : 
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Let A be the diagov_,a! intersection of t},e A , 's ;  then 
( . } 
~' ee ~ A and ? < #,, then ~;~ ,,,4~., .< c~ -~ . Sir~ce cf (re + ) > ~,  g(o() = 
s .~p {g (co) -e I > < a~ ~-- a . Therefore A ~_~-- , e ¢ ~ [ g(a) < S0x)} and [g] < IS]. 
The proof c,f "&e iem.ma is now eomp!et~. .'~ 
F've,.rzL tt follows from the !emma that ~<-'~ K(,,,, S}. Hence ~< +~ ,~<(b~, S )< ~< (p~). 
£3 
We now discard AC,< and con:alder the assertion ~(;x)= ~U. Soiovay [t6] has 
shov,~ that it is a co~aseq~ence of the axiom of determinacy, wkh a< =N~. Using 
iterated ~itrapowers, Kroo,qenberg and Km;en [5] have proved that it ~mplies the 
e:xis~ence of kmer models with mm~y meast~rable cardi~aIs, so it is much stronger 
than the assumption of t:.,e existence of a single measurabie cardinal. ~n_ the 
coroi ary '_o Theorem 2.4, we get a different view of its strengfb. 
!~;>,;cG, We wi!l apply Lemma 2.2 Lq mode~s t:,f the form L[A., p.], wL~ere A is an 
arbh~a/:,, s~absct o[ ~¢. r~n L[,4, ,~.: j, K is a measurable cardinal with normal measure, 
~'~. r] L[A, u.], and L[A ~.~] satisfie, s the axk)m of c}aoice; so Lemnm 2.2 is vaiid !.n 
lh'~ rr~odc!. Note that 
~f .%:a'.-÷~< is :be s;.:~ccessor functior; re~afive to L[/~,~.] (for ee<a', 
S., (~) = (c,~ ~)~.[a.,4), ~1 ~:n L.era.ma 2.2 yieids 
O< ' '.'<'~" ! =-::- ~< (~-, S,,//"~ '~''~I. (I) 
'~'i~e i~idal se.~:me~'it I[(] ~ ":'~>~ I i j? ]Lra '~<[S,]  L~A''~} i~ k[..4,, ~'x] can be embed- 
(led i~ ti~e iiitia~ segment {[/'] i[f]<[£~]} by merely enbarg]ng the equiwde~ce 
CiL;SSGS. SO ~,~.'e have 
~(<, S...~ ><*-'< ~-~ <(~.~, &,). (2) 
F;~>'.~liy. S/. (C~')-::4,~(~e) for all ce <,<. a~d 
<(> :¢,, ) ~ ,'<0< S). (3) 
(7.:~wd',i',fi~f, (]], (2], a~d "3) gives 
suprenmm as ~,~ ranges over all subsets of ~': yie!ds {he resuil: 
P~eOfo We prove the co~tra.~oskive. If ~ is a limit cardhm~ theft 
)~he only models of set theory where the h),pothesis ~;@.) = ,,~ " is kaown to ho!d 
are the models where the axiom of determim~cv ~'~ true. ~ , ,~ "~" " . .... /*~.S p2e' ..Ot~S,  g nte~.~[o,;~ed, 
Solovav [ i6 ]  has shown that under the ,assumption] of dc:termi.qacy, ,v "=?¢~ 
provides an example of ~<(,~)= ~<+. h~ addit[om Ku,nen has p~'oved ~hat s~ rural 
other bstances  of ,,<(fz) = ~<~ are true in models of determinacy; see the expo: itioa 
No progress has bee~ made ~.~ the  searcl~ fo r  m~ assmnotiort, weaker rhea the 
axiom of daterminacy, f rom which ;<(f.O = ~<+ fo1Iows. Corollar;, 2.5 indicates 
some. diNcutties In' tryiag to prove a ~,.mt.v~~' " "  .on~ " ~;"~.e~.c~ resu[~ [.or ~,,(~,¢ . . . . . . .  ~ = 5: . ~}~t:: 
~enera! app,coacr.,_ *onowed in the m~bseque,,-_,,t sections of -iAis paper, that_ of enaki~]g 
something 1:rue of an inaccessibb ~ and then cof~apsing ~< without c,~m~.~ . , ,  ,_,.,,~o%,, ~; , 
will n,at wo;:k. One must either collapse ~< {5rat arid ~.hen reake --"..' ..... c~ {~-) f~" t1I'Z~fg, (31" 
else ~n ~'- <,, ,.t~e two operations imultaneously, h either case. techngques %:r pr,;:~er~ 
~-~e measm'abi!ity of ,¢ are not ye~ kno',~n. 
Cohe:£s me,hod of forcing is hmdame~ta] to the resides in the subsequent 
sections of this paper. Since severn!, variants of %rcing have beers dewAoped, we 
begin this sectio~. Wit~ a smwey of our conventiom~, and terminoloby. The second 
part of the se.ction consists of s!ightt 7 merci detai|ed disc,ass!o, as of i terated forcing 
and the Levy collapse. . . . . .  
Most  of the basic notions a,~,.~'~°'* for<rag" are  left undefi~.ed. The stamdard 
reference closest to our formulation i s  14] ;  Bee!usa va lued  models are ~i:o~ 
£¢,:cr~tio~ted~ "Forcing7 wili ~ear,: ~tweak fovcingt" I 
if p a~d .2 a_re forcirg conditions, p :~q means q is a stsrenger conditio~ {or 
contabs  more i~fo~at ion)  than p. A f©rm~la £,~ in tlie ian&:;age used irl [[drcini~ 
vAth a partial ordering P is said to be P-vMid ff eve~y conditk~n in P forces g~. 
Two condil:[0~s are compat ib Ie  ff they:have: a :c0m, moa upDer behind. 
The i~;round model, which may be  assumed countaNe:and trangitive, is denoted 
Js Constructed from terms in the  appropriate forcing !anguag¢~ ! i t  is m~ch a te~[~) 
m~d G a generic subset  ~bf :P, ti~en de'r:-'i; ~ is tbA  eteme~at of :the: eiterisio:e whieh:, 
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denotes.  There  w i i  be a few cases whore  the dfst incnon between t and den~ t is 
important.  For  each x ~_ V, the::e is a canonical term x which always denotes x. 
Sin-dlarly, there is a term_ G denot ing the ge~e~ic set: den..~ G-  G. 
~2f F is an autemo~T.,hism of P and Fc_= V~ th,.,a .~(F} is the term which is the result 
of repJadng in ~ all occurrences of g with a term denot ing F"G.  For  a formula (,o, 
{o(F) has a similar definition. This  t rans%> ~ation of ~erms and formulas satisfies 
the relat ions 
den, :~ , . ' ( F )= den, , . , ,<- ;  z 
and 
pi[-@ iff F(p)[k@(F-*) .  
A Fartia! orderi?.g P is t-chtsed if every non-decreas ing I - sequence  (p,~ [ ~ < I} 
of e lements of P has an upper  bound in P. 7if every subset A of P which is 
pair,  vise compatible and satisfies !Ai-m t has an upper  bom,~d in P, then P is said 
to be sir,angry ~3-::[osed. The order ing P satisfies ~he t-antichain condit,io~ if every 
pafrwise incompatible subset of  P hes cardhmlity tess than & 
Several appiica*ions will be made of the product  temma %r forcing. It asserts 
t!mt the operat ioa of forcing is commutat ive,  pxoovided both partial order ings are 
in ~he ground m:}deI. For  a proof,  see Lemma 2.3 in Section I of [ I7] .  
~,~'¢pesiiie~:~ 3 . t  ~Fre@~e~ E~ra~.~a)° Suppose P and Q are parAa! orders i~.t V and 
~ha*, P x Q is ordered co~,~po~,e~mvise, i%r subsets G and H of P a~¢d Q reapectivegy, 
A'4 1.'Aiord~g are eq,'..:ivage~,~t. 
( l )  GxH is V-gener~ over Px  Q. 
t2) U is V-generic o~,  P a'~d H is '~/[G]-ge:,eric over Q. 
(3) H is V-g~neAc over O a~,d G is l,qlHl-ger~eric over R 
There ~s a~lot~er not ion of . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~'"  " • o coLqpo,_~a ,~cmg which wfli be useful, it is 
iteratiorL Y~ ~-~ " " . == ,_ is a i.'artial mder in  I in V and Q is a term such that "Q  is it partial 
e, rderh~,4" is i~;UvaIid the ,':omposition P * <} can be defi~aed. The  field of P * Q is 
P:-':d). where (¢; is a set of terms for which the as'section ~'Vr~QEIq~_Q 
~ae,~., . . . . . . . . . . .  (q) = r)"is P-valid, The order iag on P * Q is given L,v. {p, q) ._%-< '.d, q- '!,, ~i" a~d 
erA), if ? 4 p' anti ~ ,1 e~ ~q.  
If .c-~ ,~._> has a least elen~.er~t O, (i~ere is a mo,4omc~-phism f: P -~ P * O given by 
i~) = ([~, 0). There is °, , ._ . " ~ -- - " , ~-,:s,) a sur jectkm ~- : P * Q -+~ P ~iven by re(/),, q/- .- p which ~s a 
• ~a . . . .  ,~  . a = I l (y  = .~  !e!t iaverse to L ~ G is a V..leneric sdose['" ' - '  = o£ ~*  Q, ~= ....... . Qa *- ~" "rr"Q i< 
. -gii>_->c o,eer =, a~d i l  '-aen<~,, ~& ~ (~ [ ( Ig  ~z t=oI(p , q) ~ ~.~  is V[( Io i - lener ic  
over  d~:~}e: O, There is a 4at~:!ral way to recover G from Go and G~: 
G ,-:: [(p., q ) iP  ~ Go m-~d den~;, q e G~}, 
We s[>'iI s'or~:~etimes wrke  O,, # G, f{}~ G and p ;': q ie~ olace of {p, q~, 
• " 8-c~ose~ is P-valid,: ther~ , ,- Q .~ If .P i:+, I--cIosed ~md tl~e sentence ~=Q is . . . . . . .  ~* ,' i,-, 
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3°-dosed. An ana!og-'.ms statement ~s true fox sirom,..w ,~-closed• The * operation 
also preserves antich-~ia conditions. More details m<,' be %~md in [18]• 
A particu]ar partial ordering will be used often. Several oi iis r~:o~:e~ des are 
ce!,lected here. Suppo~;e 1, is regular, 8 is inaccessibie; and 7< & i.e: .)(% 8) be 
the forcing c0nditior~s of Levy which get,fly collapse 8 tO y +. A condJtio~ is a 
partial fmnction x from 1t x ~ into ~ which satis{bs 
( i)  idom xl < 7, and 
(2) whenever (~q, _~) -c-4om x, :c(',1, ~)<~. 
~2"~'epe:~t%~ 3°2° (a) The statements "T ~ = a" m~d "2" = ~" are P(% .~?b.w~Ud. 
(b) P(-/, 8) is sm'angly ¢~...cbsed for all ~ < % 
(c) i f  a < % theez "2 ~ = 2 ~ C] "g" is P('y, @)-valid, 
(d) P(y, 8) xaff,~fies ";.he 8-m~tichai~ co~,~di~iom 
(e) [<orc#.~g with P(% 8) collapses ody ~hose cardinals which lie s~ic@ bern'eel,. ?, 
and & 
(f) P('},, 8) is homogeneot~s (i.e., g x, ,, ,a P(% 8) *here is m~ a~.etomorj'ieem ~:; <>i 
P(7, 8) s~ch gha¢ .K:v and y are compadbk)• 
These facts are fairly well-known and tt~e proofs are or,2it~ed, Part {c) is; a 
consequence of (b), and (e) %Itows from. ({>) and (d). Par* (f) may be proved b? 
mimickbg the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
The rest of the paper is ~vo~eo '~ /. , to cor,.s~stency results invoh, im{ adjacen~ * . . . .  .
cardffmis. ~" 'o ~ s ~'- - ~m,, sectio~_eccc~v~s tile backward Eas~on c<fllapse which is ~n i:hc 
heart of era" method. [t ~s a~ instance of the ~enerat backwm-d Easton tecbnh::9:~e 
of Sliver [15]. Our approach may be co,a~rasted ~.o the more abstract presentade;~ 
of Menas [9]. To faci]itate camparison, we indicate daese propositions which are 
special cases of !emmas in [9]. 
~ ....... w~m Easton forcing as a general method is dv.e to Si;ver [ ! 5], who us ~d~* 
to show that the GCH could ~aa~ a~ a meas~xaeL cardinal, h apoears that many of. 
the ideas were first used by .~enSen i~ Unpub!ished work am!, later a~d indel:>e{> 
_..aI~ [20]. Applications of the method have been '~'"'~' b -  Memrs [91 dent!y, by T 
" -~0 of backward Easton forcing in very and Pel!itier [ ,  1 ~], both whom expose o 
abs~.ract te.,_~s: Our' presentation ~S cioser to t ,a t  ,.~ Memos, a,ad :we age auk~ w) 
cross-reiermme some iemmas ie this section to . . . . . .  :" '- .... One corresponding resw.s m igi
d~fferer~ce between o~ar approad? and that of [9] is that ~-' , o.. ~ma,.:,. are no:: 
used here. Also; we ffmit ourselves *o one r~pe)iflc insta,nce, realizing ¢ia~ it 
ecmtains el.1 the imp0~'ta;~t asp, eels Of ~ '~;~ ] le a .c~i,~a case .  
A bigger di/l'erei~ce betweeri ~the presentaiim,, give~: he"e m:d vre, vteus o~ms ~,s 
that the c~.bersome a01:ioas of direct m~d inverse timers ~m?~?: been avo;k~'d. Tiie 
author is oaratefv~ to the refezee :for: suggesting this method°  : 
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The idea of using backward Easton :techniques to prove the consistency of two 
successive measurable cardinals was or}ginated by Magidor and Pisces, but there  
were some probiems. Similar diNcslt ies were e~countered by the author in a 
subsequent attempt, motivating the work in So,orion I. The description of these 
c!iNculties is best de~ayed until the end of Section 5. Our present purpose is to use 
the backward Easton method to construct models in wMch there are pairs of 
successive large (but not measurable) ,ardinals. 
h~ obmi~:ing tim desired modeis we shail need to asswae the consistencf ef 
some yew targe cardinals. Kunen's results wi~ich were mentioned in Section 0, 
provide partial justification for the strong hypotheses. Supercompact ca°dinah, 
which we are about to describe, were defined an  investigated by Reinhardt and 
Solovay in [12]. 
Suppose ~¢ and A are'. cardinals and K ~k.  We _make the fo!lov,&~_g definitions: 
(a) <(~.)={x~:~:" I i,:j<~.t- 
(bt  A fine meosmv on P,<(h) is a n-additive non-.principal uitraflher U on  E~().J 
which satisfies 
:: ~ ;~(X) implies {y¢ P~(a ) j x c_. y} ~ U. 
(c) The fine measnre U is normal if for every ~ " " ~" " "'~ " mm.tlon .! : rb[a,--~ ,~ that satisfies 
f (x )~ x, there is an ordinal e such that f-~{c~}c= U. 
(dS, The carJi~mi~ ~ is >~-st.~.percompac~ if there is a fine normal measure or~_ ~ ,4a). g' " 
Rather thaq use the definition directly, we shalI app_~y a co,:sequence of it. For a 
proof of Proposition 4. i and for more details on supereompact ardinals, refer to 
[~2]. 
:,'~:ce44'.s~o,~a ~;,~o gf ~¢ < A and ~c is a-a.,4)c compact, the~, there are class:us ] and M 
~'hi~'h satisfy (1) ghe'o~gh (3): 
( l l  ~" is an eMnentary embedding of V iam ~£ 
(2) ~{< :- id m~'d ]{.'d>.< 
~,a, ~/ then ;.:~ M. 
Note that (i) h~aplies both / and f~4 are proper classes. Vge shall abhreviate (3) 
b~: wridni~ ~ M ~ c: M. A cardinal ;< is ~¢-.supercompsct if and only i:f ~- is measurable. 
A p'cecise statement of our hypothesis ~.s that ihere exist cardinals .% A, and p, a; 
is t>.~ ~ ercompact, Z is n?..easm'able arid p = ]2"i. These assumptions will continue 
r :~;:ough Sect%n 6. Ie t ]  ap.d k~ witxless the #-supercompactness of ~: 
j ~4 is elementary, ]{<=id ,  ] (~)>p,  and M~gb4< It folbws that 
R,,, 2)0,!~4= R(A ±2)C~ ~Z We intend in describe a Cohen extension vrG]  in 
vci:ici~ ~ w.mains measurabb a~d ,'<+ = X 
L.~-q us iirs~ aweserr{ a ,,., .~n o~.~t!ine of the techniq~e. We define in V a partml 
)rd~".dn~ P ~:~-si.ng an induction of length ,< + 1. Because the entire definiii0n could 
be ~ ~-, " gr,,O~-,-o) ~,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o~ obtained wiaether the defln,tmn :is 
appiied i~ V oi it~ ~/f. Moreover, the definition wilt be made by  i ,wr ied  forcing 
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and . . . . . .  [~ w~I bagpe~:. _ 'that P ~so ar_~ "initial Segmenff' of j(U ~ : "-~,.,~: .. . . .  ~ i'& h! ~%q. a ~em'~ O 
such that 
?(p) = p ,  Q. 
If ¢2; is a V-gep, erie subset of P, we witi show how to find a WrGL. ,. . . ,  g,e.e..,._..,.,. ~[ .:.,..~.~ ,r- , 
of deno (~)  w~th" tne; properb~ that in ~l~u" . . . . . .  ~:~ ] there is an elem, ~ntarv, en~beddii~ e 
un,~co, ex.end~ i: V->x~. R 'om k we may read off an uRrafii~!:r 
>={AeV[G~I[Aa_~ and eee~:(A)}. 
if, as wit! always be true in the sequel, H adds ~o new subsets of ~< to ~ t -,J, 
L~ will be a normal  measure  o~e ~< iu V[G, fg]. w+.  ;,- • .... .~ ~,,. ~ ,~ me me,. used bv Ku~e~ and 
P~is  i~} [6!I. We shall use a slightly differen* approach, due ¢o Silver ~.r~ -.j.N..p.,~h,.,,. *~0.-  
it wilt be true that, in addit ion tO adding no new subsets of  ae, .H wit] add ~ao new 
subsets of 2 ~ to V[G]° Consequent ly  the measure ,<~ is already present in V[G]. 
One  final remark before proceeding with the details: if ~ is a generic subset of 
j(P) = P * C' there ',are two ways of attempting to extract from J a ge~~eric sui:.,se~ of 
P. T1ne first }s to take i-~1, where i :P - ->P*  0 is the embedding associuted ,,riCh 
the +.-operation. The second is j-~i, where we no~e [ iP:P~.i(P) ia order 
preserving, in general .U~I in not generic; we shall have ~o ~axe steps to _~>~s-~.~re 
that it is. The two ways are completely different and it is importan,t not to c~:mfnse 
them. Both wilt be used i~ the proof. 
The building b!ocks of P will be fi-e card:hal collapsing partial orderings of 
7 < 8, the pa~rfial ordering P(% 8) is the collection of al! function,s f who>~" domair~ 
is .~. subset of *~, "< d of cardinaiity less than ?- and which satisfy 
if (%~}~dom£ theu f (%~)<~.  
The order:lag a,- . . . . . . . .  P(% 8) is set theoretic i~clusioi~. For th,- ~oresent or~urp°se-- . . . .  i '(% ~" " o, ':'~ 
v,r~1 denote *' "* a~ ~erm which embodies the above defi~fition. Similarly, we will vse 
fl~e symbol ~0 for a term which always denotes the zero condition in P(% ~.). 
cfa') = the first s~:rong!y inaccessible cardinal ~-~ * - • . ,i,.a~.e~ then or equm v:~ 
and 
d(¢Q =: the first measurable cardina~ greater thm~ ~:(~). 
Our  assunmtiona about ,~ m~d k imply that c(ce)<d(ee)<~.-, for - -~ c(~Q 
and doe) = k. 
Let P(e:) be defined {nductivety: i f P(~) has been deflated for  ~ < e e.s e!emen! 
of P(ex) is a function with domain ~ such that 
(I) ~or each /~<~,, p [" i?,,sP(~), 
(2) if ~ = ~ +! ;  then ~)([3) is a term such that ~:~ [' ~ik~,t,,., p(tOaTP[c(/3); d(~3}i, 
and ~' i "  - - 
(3) i~ ee = C(kQ, then {~ <e.' [ r~(~)# ~-;} is botmded in ~: : : 
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The ordering o~, P(~) is given b the natural way. If p, q ~ P(a), {heap ~q if for 
g P ~i!-p{s) P(~)'~q(l?) 
We think of forcing with P(~) as an iteration of Levy collapses. The successor 
stage is handled by ciaus, e (2), and our definition amounts  to takbg  P(¢  + 1) to be 
P (¢ )*  ]"(c($), d({3)). ] rs t  as in the discussion of the *-operat ion,  we must  specify 
irt advance a set P(c([3), d(~)) oi " temas which are possible values for p(~). This is 
necessary so that P(~) is not a proper class. 
if e' is a !hnit ordinal and c~ <c(G) ,  then our co:~struetion amounts  to taking 
P(.~a,) to be the inverse !imk of its predecessors. In those cases where e = c(e),  we 
a<e esse~.tial!y taking a direct limit; that is the inte~tt of clause (3). fn his more 
general treatrne~t [9], Menas takes direct limits at oniy those limit ordinals which 
satisfy 
oe is strongly., inaccessible_ and .~? <G implies ~r*~c~'t<~) ~. 
7he  special context here a![ows us to express the above more suednct!y as, 
,.:(ce) = ~. 
The partial orderigg P is taken to be P(~: + 1). As promised, P is definable over 
R(A +2). FLr~hermore, /(P) is the result of applying in M the definition of 
.P(j0<)-÷ 1). As M "~ ~ £4, the construction in ild up through stage ~ + i agrees with 
the cop, s.4 re:t-on in V] Let us express this by saying P is an initial segment  of j (~ '  
The next step is to show that the iteration can be broken at any stage. That  is, 
i!or i9 < ,% x 'e will find a term Q(B, se) such that P(a: )= P (~)*  Q(~, ~)_ Let <7(~) 
be the canonical name for a get, eric subset of P(~). Usb~g :g(~), take O(B, ~) to 
b:s a term which denotes 
{p ~ ~:~-'-¢i lip~F(ce} and p ~ ¢c~G(/3)}. 
The ordering on <)(/:L G) is the one [nheri!ed from P(o0. 
L~:~ma 4~o .<f ~ .<0:. ~J'~e~ P(~) = P (~ * ~(~3, ~). 
F.'.:e~dt DeMle al~ i~omorphism hom P(~) to P (~)*Q(~,~)  by p~-> 
, ,-. ~/. This map is clearly onedo-one  and order-preserving. 
"~"; " on,o. ' P~)~ P(P,)* Q(t% ~). Sh, lce potIp~ ~- = ,. see fifat 41e, map is , - "  suppose~Po. ' . . . .  
. . . .  " ~"  e {S "--J[~:~, ~'~h ~:.~, ari e ,-:.<tcnt -q~ ~ P{a) such that q~ [' {~ < Po and p~ = q~ i a' - i(~- To 
t ~ ~ = P0t :  p~ is m ~ (a~,, we sha!t prove by induction op. T v~ ~ that 
n ~ve:P{-,A :md q, f..v4~.> }T. 
~<.rs~. consac~er ,4ae case where .=y ~aS. We have that p i 7 - P0 {' ~ ~- ~ ~, ) o ..... usv 
P.~P({g). F~uuther q~ } "Y'~;P0 i' ?' beca~.se q:. [' ~~*Po- 
The oti~er case of the i~Muction, ~ <w:vG,  is immediate when ~, is a limit 
' e 
ordh,ah Suppose ~e:,:~ that I' =8  + 1, p ~ a £ P(,~)> a~d q~. [' <3 ~p ~18, AS ~i<-8 
p(.8) = pt(8) = c,~ (8); We have +,,'>~.~ ...... 
q, i 8 li-q,(8)~_ P(c(6), d(,3)) 
so the stro'nger co~dkion _P I" 8 forces the same d~... nO~. -e,~._ e-..~,.+..,~ u~"~'  .. . P ~ 7 c'= :~-z". ,~ .  io~' 
trivia| reasons p p $ tk q: (~,) = p($), which together wRh q~ i' <5 ~ p ~" 8 in:@ic,~; d~.~ 
qi 1 ~"~;P t T- 
This completes ti-~e induction and s1~ows p=p !~ ,~P(c~). ~5] 
We next show that forc/ng with Q adds no new srnaff sets. This is done by 
showing that Q has an adequate closure property. The  oc, ly property about dae 
Levy order]rigs that will be.: used is tSeir dos,are prcp,:rdes. The genera] resuit 
appears as Coroliary 4 . !2  of [9]. 
Le~m 4°3° T;he sentence "~:br al~ r~ <c(p) ,  0 (8 .  oe) ~'s s'e~'o,'~ ;q,: 'n-cbsed'" i.~ 
P(f~).-ualid. ' 
~ ~e~o ~<-+urae ~ , P(t3), and  A and  (-- ~ ..... 
p~l~- A is a pair,  vise compatiNe subset of ()(~J, c~'), and <)i~ I ~7<: ri <c(~) )  
er.,umerates A.
By induction on % [:l < I/~- a,., we ""Pw.~. define .a condkion p, [' °"r and n-ore that 
potFp, !' V~Q(t3, T) a~id Vr~_A(r [" T~fh  p 7). {~) 
if 7 :=8+] ,  let A(e~) be a term, appropriate -for forcing with P(a). which 
de,~otes {r(8] i ~ . . . .  ,. our induction hypotheqs and ~'~ "" ,  ........ 
oil z-~u3) a poU P~ I" . . . .  ~"'" ~s ~ai.:Lwlse compatible suhse{ of P(c(DL d(~)) ;rod 
' ( *  <c(B~<c'~)  
Tt is P(~]-vaffd "'-' " the Levy ..... .-,, ~n~,.~% d(8)) iS st~-ou:giy ¢-c~oseo. o~ 
6<c(a) .  Extend p, I 8 to Pt P I' by choosing p,(,5") to be a term denotfiag U A(8) ,  
the least uppe~ bound of the conditions in A(8).  The verificatim~ that p~ !" 7 
satisfies ( i)  is strafglafforward. 
If 7 is a limit ordinal, merely set p~ I 1' = U{gi P 8 i f3 < 8 < 7}. In checkip.g that 
(I)  holds, only one point is no~ routine. If 7=c(? )  we mus~ sho,.,+ ~hat 
{S < 7 l p~(8) # to} is bounded below % To do this:, note that condkior~s la Q(~:, ;~) 
are elements of the ground model .~+.a .~ . . . . . . .  ,,...,,~,o~ e~n g<nr~ there are at most ]pf,'ge'~l ~_~ 
ct(3) -t ..... j po:,.~'.b~,~ values for "b ! n the grotmd model there {s a set ~ suc~{ thai 
polI-A, g ~ arid IN ~ xiY(¢~)l-~-c(~7)<c(',i)=% For ,e.ach r~}2, {D<a, i  ~,o~? t,}- '-':: 
7s bounded i~ % so the reg~darity of 7 gives Us ti~at 
. . . . . .  i Br.c_ B(rU-5)  = go)} 
is  less than i/. Therefore 8o < 8 < 7 {mpties Q0l, ~ A(~5) = {ti~}, and 
.... .[8<~,Ip~(d)#:tO}~8o+i<*.:.  i : :, 5 . . . .  
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This completes the ~ndacfio-% the last step of which yields the required 
condition p~ = p~ ice. i t  satisfies 
Po[[-Pl v-- Qqe  a,) is an upper bound for A. 
We may now t3ke O to be the result of applying in M Lemma 4.2 to ](P) with 
~3 = ~< + i.  Usir@ dmt P is the initial segment of ](P) of length ~ + : t  we have 
](P) : F*  ©. 
By Lemma 4 .3  the exIension of M by Psa '  ties "0  }s 8-closed for all 
S <c~f(~ + 1)," where, of ceurse, cZ4(~¢ 4-i) is the first (relative to M) strongly 
/[naccessible cardinal greater than d(~) = A. As M°c_:M, c"~(~ + 1)> O. Conse- 
quently, in the extension of M by P, (.) is #--closed. Furthermore, another 
application of M'g  ?,4 shows that any function from 9 into M which is in the 
extension of V b) P is actually in the extensiot~ of M by P, Thus the statement "Q  
i'~ g~dosed" is P-.vatid in ~4 
The effect of tl-e p-closure of @ is that forcing with 0 adds no ~ew subsets of 
~, nor does it add any new subsets of 2 ~. The first assertion is immediate, and the 
seccad follows £rom the fact that, in the exeension by ~% i2"t =A <p.  'ghis is the 
con~ent of the new !emma. 
Observe that in the application of the dosure arguments, it would have been 
sufficient m have M a g f~\ The only place that the stronger equirement M '~ ~ M 
was used was m_ seeing that P was an inhial ~egment of j(P). It was necessary 
there to be "~ble to recognize in M that a is the first rneasurable cardinal greater 
than ~. 
[%:c'.~.~L 12e.caI[ tb.at P= P(~e)*P(,-. k). The strong iuaccessibfiity of t~ implies 
] F0.d[ = ~< so in ~h.e :.~tension f F(,~), >, remains inaccessible. The lemma follows 
R,%~r~ ?,:opositiou 3.2(a) L~ 
Theore r,. 4.5 is adapted from Sih,er [15]. 
..~t >',~"~,*~,..~, . . .  1 et G be a v"-.~,eaer{c.,~ ....... s ,.bset o[: P. ~Zle ,m:opose to find a set 1f which is a 
%qk}]-gene:~ic subsct o{' . . . .  O such that j "G c: G * H (~vhens ee,.o-..~x* ~" ,s'"~he V-generm 
s'~.i'.,5.~et of .t(F( = P * @ which is obtainable from (} and Hl. We may then deSse 
. . . . .  2 
. . . . . . . . .  , , .  H~ 
v:hici~ exte~ids j . The ~'napping/,, is given by 
£(deno ~ '] . . . . . .  ',r2. = den,.~.~, (i(r)). 
S 4cce:¢siv, e ge n{i~rd ~a~a t79 
elementary iSl by: indacti0n o~a the !eagth of fonm,.iae m~d uses timt ]"G ~ G * i=g 
Next we assert  that the set 
&s ={A ~ V[G~fA ~ and ~ G?~{A)} 
is in V[G] a norma~ measure  :o*n ~,'. 7"h~s is the us:rot way of getdng measures ~r<~:~ 
embeddings,  a~.d the standard proof app!ies. The fact that ford:rig with Q i:dds ~,  
new subsets  of 2 ~ insures ~hat ~, ~ ' ;~G] .  
We now proceed to ~ une heart o f  the argumer~.t- - the d,:scription of .HI As 
JPI = A < ,o-- and i9S ~ ~ iv~; we have t!mt ] 1 ~, ~ M and so ~<C.: e ~WfG].,. Each e~eme~at 
p of P decomposes into ~ ~ . . . .  em_,~:,.n~ of F0.0 and P0<, A): 
/~i V2- 
Thus J(P) -,'- ~'(~u~) ,  . . . .  I(P2~: Be~e,  ae ~< = c0<).. P(~) may be enlist-rued. . . . . . . . . . . .  as a st ha; :~s .cf 
R(rc) and ] is the identity on N0<). This gives us that ] ( fsh)=pp Bt:t m~re 
importa: : t  p~ II-p: ~ P(~, A) so that 
p: : ](p~)IR j (p j  ~ F(j(.:',:),/(A j ; '  "
an~,. i~P~ %q.~erefore :,,~_. . G} is a subset is pabwise  . . . .  
me ~because G is) and has power a (because <~ := , -  - =~ and ri:~ = ), k ~" ~ : ........... : "
,\-closed, so {I(P-,)I ~ e G~. has an :.?per hound q0. v~,~ take H to be  a v'[:q]... ~. 
generic snbset  of Q cmTtai~ffng q0. 
i f  p e G, tbe~_ _ oi(;?-,]~-- - : ,  so ](c a) ~A:  Consequently o~ r~ {3 m',phes ~i@>]..... = 
G "~-:~ ar|,i cogP, i(P~_)*.i(~h) = P~ 'hf(P_~) is an element of ~z ~,M. 7::as shows ;;"G G ' ~'
~*~*~:' the proof. 
Of  course, the actuM exhte::ce of ,~ :s i rrebvant.  A more formal arg,.m:en[ 
would define [z directly i:: terms of a ~u..cmg con(i:t:on from Q.  (Tom,~icter~,:tN: 
darky  would be ins% however. [] 
an Not . ,.~ cardirmis are preserved in :he emenmon by P; a good many ale 
:o~, ab,s~.~, iste~ntionatly. But  a suNdent  number  is preserved as well, because  ,< 
remains measurabie,  hence { " " ;>4~ ~'.'~ -, ~- eardi::aI _rmceess~,o~ , :~e~m,v other urese~'vat~oa wo 
(:are about :S the o~e at ,% a,~d that is o.~, ~-Y ~ ~p ~ . 0 . ~.s,.aonsia<<u easffv. Represent P as 
P(~:)* ~(~, X), recall iP(;<)[ = ~ and then apply the usual a%ume:at ,.:,~', ~,a ,~m~o:,.~., the 
Levy  conditions P0~, A) 
As  an iaterestYng sidelight, we sbali !ook more closely at -;:he question o f  ,',: 
eardrums are collapsed. IA first guess :~n-%ht be timt the ,.olLp~?<, ,.,:.~:dma,s are 
arises, we proceed, forrnaliy. For 13 <- ~ ? ~,:, ¢ie : lne  : 
'Then b(g)  ~ c(13)<d(8)i = b(g-.k i); imtess  ~ :is :a limit O.rdi~aa. ! and  ~S <:: n(~:;); 
' I PgF : - '~ I  = b(.~). A t  limit ord inah WSere ' ,~ .  ~ , ,= .  _ 'o~, 'e~,  , -  . . . . . .  13<cte :%: jP~) l -  z - f. :: : : 
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~?~',~;pes}1~e:~_~ 4°6° S~ppose, jbr eve~3~ sing¢~lar sFro~'~g timi~ Ca~'dir~al "~ b.i V, i2"~t = r~ ~ . 
2) ~ ~ is a ca~'dina~ i  V ~@ ich doe:-; not ~ie in c;~y o( the interv~ds ( c( e ), d(c~)], c: ~ ~, 
the~ 8 remabs a eardbmI 2n ~he extemion by  P. 
The hypothesis of the proposit ion asserts that there are no negatbe  solutions to 
the singular cardinals problem h~ ~< It wU1 be true if the GCH holds in V below ~c 
An examination of the proof of the proposkion will show that, even without the 
hypothesis, the only catalina?:; which are o~tside the intervais (c(~), d(eO) and 
which may be collapsed are those in the hatf open intervals (b(/?)~ t2b{~>!], where ~ 
is a limit ordinal such that ~ <c(~) .  
R '~ef  ,~ Pi~ep<s;~e~ 3o5o The case where 8 = A has already bee~_~ sketched, and 
~ > A i,; handled similar]y. L.e~ us assume 8 < ~<. Then %r some ~ < ~<, b(,8)-<- 8
c%;h ~i/e proceed by i~duction on ~, showing that cardinals gn the dosed interval 
[b{,{3), c(¢)]  are not co!!apsed. We ':ecaiI Lemma 4.2: P : P(~,)* Q(~, k + l). By 
d~e ciosure, properties of Q'(,O,t<+i) (Lemma 4.3), it is suNcient to restrict 
attention to P(}q.). 
i[ ~=,y+1,  then P(¢)=P(~/ )*P( ,c (y ) ,d{ . j ) .  Fh'st no~;e tP(7)[<d(~0,  so all 
cardinals greater than or equa! to d(3,) are preserved. Next recat! that the Levy 
<*on: i t .o~ P e{~/}, d(yt)  co~lapse onty cardinals which are smaller Qan d(T), and 
~rmiiy ~lo~:e dmt dr7)= b(13). 
if !3 is a limit ordi~mL theft g~b(~3)~c(~) .  K ~=<(g) ,  then the interval 
ib(f;L ~ (¢)] consists of the single poin~ b($), whbh remains a cardbai  because it 
is the ,~mpremum of cardinals: 
Th~s ub;cs the hypothesis of haducdon that d~e b(~/) are preserved for ?</3  a~d 
dae fact that dry) = b('y + t). 
~f the l imk ordinal. ~? is iess thar~ c(~0, then b(i3) remains a cardinal by an 
arg~.~mer~t identical to the preceding one~ As IF((:1) I = [2~'<m[, cardinals g reaer  than 
12"~i are preserved. At  this poi~t we invoke 8~.e hypothesis to sho~;v that 
12~'<~a~! = b@) ~ i.s d'm only cardh~N !eft to comiider. (The cardinal b(~) ia strong 
iimit as it is the !imit of measurables; if it were reg:ular we would be in the case 
where ~ ~ < (~).) };or ~:,o~,.ational cowzenie~ce, let ~ = b(~)'". 
Wc s}-a![ prove ~hat ~ remah~s reguiar after forcing with P(~). Assume not, and 
iet 3 be the new cofinali~ty of ,~. As b(~) is sing,ata,~, 8 < #(~)and ~here is a [east 
on-~inal ~/< !'¢ such that 8 < c(7). Usi'ng Lemma 4.2 again~ P(/.i;) = P(T)*  G(;'7, ¢). 
Becm~se !P(i[ii<b(/3~:, s-~ rer, mias regular in ~l~e exte~.~sio:~ bY P('Y)" MoreoveL 
"O(% i9) i.s ~i-ciosed'" is P(tv)-va~d~ so  "c f ( ' ,1 )>3"  is P(1,)*O(y,.~3)-vaiid, Con- 
tradicting ore* ast~umption thae cf (¢~) = 8 in the extension by P(T) * O('y, i3) = P({3). 
"~'he abe',re argdme~t sinews ~.hm. at ~easl o~ie cardinaoi must ~remaia in  the 
,~ 'or~,m <~-@,,, I, s ]. The hypad~esis of the propo~ddo~ teik.; uS that there is oniy 
one cardiacs] there, lib 
/ 
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5 
in this sectio~ is proved the relative conshtency staten>ent which {s Ti~eorem 
5.1. Let T be the theory consisting of ZFC together with the fo!h>ving ser~t:ence 
-"~ < ' is ~<, A and p are card~nals; x ,~. p, :< p--superconpaet; £ {s the fi~s{ 
measurable greater than ~; and p= iT'i, 
T~aem 5..io {[ 7" is consistent, d~e~ so is Cb.e theoo, Z}:'-~ AC,~ +(~c is 'w.'eah[y 
compact)+(;< + is measvaabb ).
"{;£e shall assume that V is a model for T and p~:oducc: a mode} N for the 
appropriate theory. Tbs desired model N wili be an inner modei {ff the extension 
of V by P. : 
For the duratio~ of tlhZ section a>d the r~_ext, P wii] denote the parda! ordvr:bg 
aemk~u in the last section and G wfi_~ be a V-generic subset of P. 'Si~,.ce P m~ tire 
represe~ta*~on P = P0< ~ * P(*', X), 6" may be writtep~ G = G(~:) * Hi 
For the purpose of deflating t%', think of V[G]  as a g, aneri[c ex~e~sio~ of 
W[O(.~)]. As tP6,<)Iv::-~<a, X remains meas~rable in VilG0<}]. There is a 
standard method, due to several people (see [8, 3, t9]), :for collapsk~g h ~o ~" and 
maintaining its measurability, h is ~hat method we propose fo use. 'N~e rea~or~ for 
~rst extending to V[G@)] is to prepare the grem~_d modet to accept new s<%se~,:. 
of ~< without sacfifidng the weak Compacmees of a( [n geaerah forcb~g with 
P(x, A) does not preserve am, property of a- larger than stror@y mscc~ ss~ob. 
K 7 is an ordinal in the ~ntem, al 0<, ",%, P(a', A) has a represe~,tatio~ as the 
product  
p(:~, A) = P(,<,-y) x PO.~ i % X), 
where 
P({<; % ~0 = {x .~{ Pe  -k) ,dora x ~ ~,< × O\ - °!)} 
pr~oam2 apparen% an eiemm~t x is writte~ : 
x={xn:tr~x~/x~,kxc~{,<x6',-~,]x.j~,:. _ . . _ ._ 
We Shat~ ahSr~v~at~" < = (so, " t : xi2 and wri!e H as ,  " 
s : So@)X ~&(~,). ; : : 
The m,,amng o.t ub term_ on %m ,£sh.:s~eLid b~ cl,.~r. [ 
: . . . . .  : [ 
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An au~omorph~sm F of ?(;c, ?~,I ~s ~xed to ~[ if fi~ere ~s an a~atomorphism F oof 
P(<; % h) svch tha~ F=id×~i~.  Of co~nrse, id denotes the identi¢y fanctior, of 
P(~:, y). 
A term t q V[G(;c)] in the iang,mge .9.~: t'orciag over P0<, k) has s~pport y if 
"t(F) = g" is P(<, k)-vaIid for every automorphism F which {s fixed to 7. A set 
x ~ V[G0e), H]  has support 3' provided i* is the reatizadoi~ of a term supported by 
T- 
The inner modal N corm~sts of the class of all sets which heredilari!y admR 
bo~mded support: 
N,, = {x c V[G] i  x ~ ;Q~ )N}~ and :c is st~ppor~ed by some 7 <h},  
and 
N:  (1 N.. 
Lem~m~ 5o2, P0<; 3", A) is homogeneo~.~s. 
F~'eoL Suppose x, y e P0~;% ~,). 'The demains of x and y are subsets of a × 
(,~ - 7) of car~ii~mlky less t!mn .< There is a permutation f of ~< × (X - T) s~ch that 
(.f" dora :v) N dora y -- ~ 
>~nd 
Ti~e perm'~{:ation f may be "pi&ced together" from a sequence O{~ !~ e (k---@} of 
pc:-mu:.a~k~s of ~< sads;'yisg 
{'e. 4",) :£ dora x imeiies ' :  : . g~,,r~), .g. ,~dom y. 
Eacia £ exists beca~se {~,<[ ( ,a ,g )cdomx} and {V~<i (V ,g )~domy} are 
bourlded subsets of ,< 
bow dc1~ne an at~to~:orphism F of P(-.; y, a) by 
dora Fk = f" dc.m z 
and 
~? ([<> {:)) = z (,~, ~#. 
h is easy ¢o \,ed~:y zhat ~; is tru!? an automorph_%m. The co~Midons Kx and y are 
compatible becau~,e thci; domairis are disjoint. 
Lua~.~m 5..3. <F A is a set of oed#tafs a:~d z't <:~ Ai, the~ fi)r some 2 < ,< A c- V[G(~d. 
)V / , :  i]. 
i?~e~o Supp{>se t is a te;m w:ith st~.ppor.~ 3" < ,~ such that  A = del~q r m:d ~,~ C :~'d" 
is a~v,., k)-va~d. 'qJe asscrt vbat H6{7) dec{des al~ m.emb:ershii:~ facis "~, a. £': 
Succ:~x!;h,e [arge cardi~,.~ffs i 83 
.... ..<.....~t,-~.~o >,,o, -qg u.,., {:(> y~.) a,s.o a .  "..,HgL'.'a~ a< sat l s fg~}~ , 
FrOm the previ'>:,B [emma,  there ~s a f ixed ~o T aau._w~orpi@;m "' =, ikl'<~:% ...... 4, 
t.~a~ Y(~xo, x~))=-,:(x0, Fo (x0) i s  . compat ib Ie  WRh {~!o, )h). L~t z i:,e a commor ,  
extens ion o f  th,:.se two .  Sir~ce the ca~onical  term c',: is suppo~:~c,,:! ' ze~', 
~a(2 :-~) =~:  is P0<, a)-val id.  Since extendsF((xO, :v~}) we have that  
z Ike~ = ~( f : - * )  e ,*(F-~), 
and because  z cx~ends (x0, y~} 
z Ik¢,: ~ L 
Th~s contradicts  the P(a.:, a).:vaHdRy o~ ¢ = e(b [). K] 
~r~: .  We first prove *::he special  case where  ravage J 'g  V[G(,Q].  (!a}~emembe ~ 
V[G(~: ) ]  is our  g re tmd taodeI.)  
For  each  ~ <,4  let A~ be a max ima!  incompatibEs s.ubcoIiectfon of  0 :~ 
P( :qk) [x  decides the va iue of  f(cQ}. Beca' . jse PO<,A) ' thd . . . .  
cond[tio,~ (N 'epos i t ion  3.2). IA~j<A and there is an ordinal  T<.a  such t}mi 
[.j .~<~ A~-q  P0¢, 7 ) . I t  ~%!toWs thaf  f.~ '{'-~';"'~ ~  .- k ,1o(7 >' " x,] c-._ ~v.'~r 
For  the ge:aeral case  there  are furmt~or~s g .  J -+  v, LG(~-:jj ai~d h :~<-> k
sat is~, ing 
for  each ,B <~:.. g@)  ~':s a te rm with s~.pt~ort~ ~ .#fig',.,. a~d .~"}~ .~:  = .~..,o.,,~,"-. ~:: *,S k 
The  set {T [ (Bg e P(~<, A))(p !k'y = U '-' of h ,v;,~ i sa  subset: £ of  ~:,ower ie~r,; f im~ A. 
There  ~s an ord inal  -y~<& such .~_~e."~t (h / '~c}:~% is P(~,A)-.,,a. _ id ,a;,X~•'~.~,, lhe
prev ious c~se g a V~Juq ,  ~%("Y0J for some % .~. Wft%~ou[ loss o~ ge:aerallw, 
assume %:-~ 7~. Let  t be d~e term def ined by 
dora  ! = ~ and for  fg < ~, t (~) = de~ a(/~}. 
4-.~. Le t  f be a_a Clear ly den~"  " We s~5ow ~ au*om.orol:,ism of : =L m~ has  suppor t  2e,. 
PO<. ~) which is f ixed to tq- "~' • , _ _ -= ,~ ,. ,., 6~.~)  , \2 ,  .~ - .;";v as  ~t}  ~ 
valid, so 
Tiaus "~ . . . .  'at" ' ~ ' '~ '  "~ ' : " " : (r ' )  -- ! ~s t . . . . . .  a -~a,....~ admits SUPport %,  and/=der~o r~N.  La~-' 
[ 
£.~,~-K,~szy 5o=,o: 2"; RAr  = 2: ~ C~ V[G] .  : 
= : . 
(:: : ~ :  i , %: : 
i S4 L. L, B~qt Jr. 
The p~oof of Theorem 5.1 is row easy. Each N~ has s~apport 0, so ,:hat 
2we,:, e ~'"~ ,., r>:,.. :,~_,. .  ,.~ ~mr,,*''. ~,tn~aa ''a..~,.~., . .  ~.~-~*'~-,,m~ . . . . . . . . .,~ts show N}:ZF. That N~:A.C~* - ix a 
consequence of Lemma 5[4 and the fact that V[G]>AC.  On<: ca~ actually prove 
Ni:BC,~. 
By Theorem 4.5, ~: is measurab!e, hence weakly compacL in V[G] .  The notion 
of weak compactness involves only subsets of ~ (it is H~ over R(~'~)), so Corotla W 
5.5 impl~es ,< is weakly compact in bL 
By Corollary 5.5 and Lemnm 4.4, (~<'-)N= (g~)vCc':i=Ai The pr,'?of of fi~e: 
theorem witi be complete if it can be shown that ), is measurabie in H. We use 
}dens of Levy and Solovay [S] co,merging miid Cohen e-,:tensions. Since iPO~)! < 3, 
A remains mea~urabie n V[G(,/,)~; let ~ be a norrnai measure o~? ~< in V[G(;~}].  
Jr; N define a set ,O~ by 
xegZ if and only if for some yeg ,  y~xg;<.  
tn  V[G(;<)],  '.H~(T)!<A for "v<k, so 
V[G(~<), H,:(7)]b:"£ r3 V[G0<), Ho(7)] is a normal measure on A." 
K x ~ 2:' C1 ),~ then :v ~ V[G0<), J~('y)] for some 3, < ~< bv~ =,.mn.a'~ ~ ~ 5.o," " a~d 
con~;eqe.entty eRher x or X -x  contains an e~ement of g. This shows 
N!="~ ~s a~ ultrafitter2' 
Tb_e proofs for additivity and normality proceed similarly (see [3]). The Froof of 
TEeorern 5. i is r~ov,,, finished. 
F~@eL. By Corollary 5.5 and the fact ~&at forcing with p(~e., A) adds no new 
bounded subsets  of ~:, V[G(n)] is an i~ner mode1 of N which satisfies Ze,.. and 
wb.ich contai~ns ali . . . .  bour~ded :~ubsetsof a. ct follows from v.oa~o~=~y e" - 'q~ ' ,  .... .... ', "~ thai ~. 
<:am~.ot be measurable. K] 
it is !a'onic that the fact (Corollary 5.5) which makes a weakly c~ompact in N is 
the same o~.e wh{eh keeps a from be}.ng measnrable. Oise might ask if it is 
possible to ~'~,.,oa~:~'~°, ~'h  . . . . .  foregoing proof and find a modei i..q which ,,~ and ,-+ are 
both r:'~easurable. The res~fits of Seet:im~ ~ ind~.eai:e som.e of the d~%cuities. 
Firs~ of alL Coroliary !.2 shows that V[G(_~)] could not be the ground model as 
it was above beca~se every inner K:odeI of ZFC nmst omit a bounded subset, of ~< 
A greater di[Scu[ty is expresse, d by Theorem 1.3. Appl~ing that theorem with 
~4:= V[G(<)]; tb.e.~ R(~<)C?M=R(~<)(~ V[(~]. As A is a Strong i~mit cardi~a!, 
daere :~.re lots of (M; ~¢}-Cohen sets added tO 5:f by H. The following theorem is a 
d;_rect application of Theorem 1.3. 
,,~.4 ~heH either ~ or ~÷ is nee  mea~m~Me b~ T~L i : 
~ ~ theorem c.~n be exteg!ded a ~1~. targeted, De,low: i:w m, e ~t~.g, {hmc~.~o~ ~ .r <~:~mmxf" - 
from ~-s *~' ..vb~e}~° . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  eaiinp¢~e<~ .v,r '*-'~ that ..,is :._...e~G~ -.,~ . r ..... ,.~ .~ ..... x<a.~-~' 
wii:h (~, y} £ dora x and x(G, 7} = {3. The set  
%,,a) ~s a limit ord]r,.ai~ 
is an 6;i& ~d-Coher.~ ,:et. This allows us ~,o draw a corollary ~o Theorem 5.7. 
~he~ rip'her :<or ~*,+ is t¢o~ meosur~d.,fe in N. 
Coroilary 5.8 covers m,. extremely large ciass of N's. Tb.e ~_mNersal techr~ique 
for demonstrating that Nb(er + = A) is to show I:hat the cob~apsk~g functions <7.. are 
in N. But the presence o f  eve~ one of these hmcJons well-orders ££0:}(°/£,L 
Consequently, one do~.',bts that the consistency of two messrrab]e cardinals i~ a 
row wili be proved by backwar:i Easton med-~ods. 
We are abie to combine the main ~mtion of forcing whh a cNiaPse and prove 
that it is consistent for small cardinals to have ~'!arge" i.,'r0perties, we  extes~d @e 
methods of the srevious section to obtain_ a mode1 ",vi~ere ~{~ is weakly <c,~npaci 
a~d }12 is measurable, q'he t}]eory 7' was de§ned at :the be~ahmh~ ~ -" <'-" ; ,° <~ 
T~>~e~:er~ 6~1o r f  T is .'.:onsisten% the~. so is .c,~T by,- t~, ~ is ~v~-vJc]y <-om~mc~ ÷(~% 
is measmabb ). 
As b the previous sectiom we begin whh a mode! V for T and co~sm_~ct a 
model N'. It w]]! be an inner model of the exte<~sion [ V by a partict~lar partial 
ordering. 
The partial ordering we shall use is P*P(Ro, ~), where F is as i~ Section 4_ 
Since the elements of P(Ro, ~) are finite sets of ordhmk< that orderi~?g is absoIt~e. 
1"he partial ordering eau be written 
P '~ P(b%, ,~) = (PC)  * P (< a))* P@%, ~-) = P(,~) ~, (i~(< ~.) x P(?q, ~<k 
As in Section 5, we shall take as the g~,ound mode} v[o(a.)] ,  who:re G00 is a 
V-generic subset of P(.~{). Free us e can thep~ be made of the prod~ct !emma~ 
(%, ~ ~.especave G, u?ea ~t>re If 7 and 8 are ordinals is. d~e interYais t,,,"" ..,~ and . . . . . . . .  " ' ~ " 
is th e representation f P0~, X)xP(}%, ~)as  : 
P0<,  @) xp(~q T i ?x  P(Ho, ~9) XP(H0; 8, }~}. 
: [ : . . . .  : 
As in the previotiS secdo]i, ' , =. ; : i 
Fv<,  ~-, , , )  - {:< ~- ~',.~-, , , )  i e.~t.,.~ . . . . .  ~, -~@. : - , ) r .  . . . .  
i~  EL .  9~dl dr. 
The u...'.m,m.or_-, of Pike0; & ~) *s analogous and neeci nei  h,e stated. MOreo~,er. 
• ~ ' -  ~,. 8); both l..emraa 5.2 a~hes  to r>,o~'~" ,- & f<) as weI.l as to r ,~,, .. . are homoge~ecu s. 
A typical eJemem x of P@, 8) x P(Ro, ~) is written x = (x0, X~, x> x3} according 
to the above rep~'esentation. Recat! that H is a V[G(~<)]-generic subset of P0<, 8) 
which was decomposed .~-H0(3,)_,  x H~(@. Let us take ] to be V[G(~) . .  . . H]-  
generic over P(~{0, ,'d arid wr~te .~ =: .10(8)," J ~(o~. 
Proceeding in paraltcl with the ias', section, an automorphism F of P(~, k )x  
P(}¢o, ~<) is f i :eed re, (y ,  8 )  if there are automorphisms Fo and f:t of P0q  7, k) and 
P(No; 8, ~) resoecth;eIv such that F= lid "" ~ ) × (id x F~). 
A term t in the iangua~e for forcing with P(.<, 5.) × P(No, ~<) has supoort (% 8} if 
"*(F) = F' is P(.<, X)× P(~%, .~)-vaiid for a!i au¢omm2ohisms ~vwhich are fixed to 
(7, 8). The sin .,~: ~ V[-G(~<). H, .f] has support (% 8) whenever it is the reaiizatio~a 
of a term supported by (% 8}. 
As before, N'  is the c!ass of all sets which hereditarily have bounded support; 
N '= ~j ~,~o,,a N~ where 
N~ = ix. c-: V[()(~), H, 3]].v ~j<~t',r~ and x is supported by some element 
:-~ ...... 6.2, ~" 4 (%,.-%,e,.'~.x £~,:.~ ::  ..... [~ a set of ordinals m-~d A ,:- N,~" then for some , ;<. 
2:i¢o~,~ih 'Fh~ proof is ide~tica! to the proof of Lemma 5.3, using the definitio~,~ of 
sxp[:ert, the reprsse~tation of ,~(e<,k)xP(?qu, ~e), and {he homogeneity o~" 
Piro,Mo invokina the product lemma and the fact that forcing with P(,,q ?,) adds ao 
" - , "~ . . . .  ~ g r~ " ~ ' ~ 5.4, new countable sets,, we co,~wue / ._ . i vJ{~<;, J]. Now mimic proof of ~emma 
whh F(>~, ~) in place of P0<. M [~ 
fhe  px'onf ~,m,:!. t N . . . . .  is a mode] for ZFq-DC is the usual one. Lem:'na 6.31.5 useu. 
To sh(,w that £ :-: ~4;~ h'~ N' . . . . . .  wc polar O~t that g< =>;,. iu ~;r~. I <u0<.e' . . . .  .~:-f o)'] and by. 
z~ o Le:r~m-,a ~. x~. 2 '~' ,'q N '= T" r l  V[G0<) ,  ~:5 J]. 
We kltow A=R-, in N'. beeaus,': /qc :N '  )v =0<+'¢*: and a is a card~na! in 
12[(7{,'<}. ~J, .g]. (The  ,~n',d,'~..,~o . . . . . .  t,7 is the or~e deflT~ed i~ Secti(m 50 
~r Z"', [ ]Z  , O ~ " ' L. e×t  assume ~-,. j<, -~.~, b6  Nh We wi!i prove that there is a set in N' whid~ is 
: ' . . . .  " '~" Lemma hon:~o.~,, >aeous for .a !hereby showing that a is weakly eompac~ m -~. By 
5.2 Fc÷ 'Y'i:'~(x), H,(T)..}~,(8)] for suitab!e "y and 8. Thus  then:: is a: partiti0n 
F'(~ V[(?(~.Q, ~ ~o~.3 )], [}~]~'~"3 m~:'''~), def in:d by 
x [-~. ~ ~sL = 0. 
F'{c0, p~(x) -  ~ fl! x tkF{,'~, " , ~t  = L 
[ 2 otherwise. 
Any  set which ix Lomoger.,eous for ~" ~s h0mo?de,`~eous for ~:~. £,,`.~ S~: 
V[G(<) ,  ; / c~/7) ]  g N and  '~(~ s)l,v ~ a ~" . • I-, ' = !.2 [ <~, so b" h,,s a homo~e~:,`eous set m ,% 
That set is also homo;aeneous_ for a -,~ and it iies in N '  because fVc_ h*'~. 
The final part of the proof of Theorem 6.i is in demonstrat ing that ~ [,: 
measurable.  '?he s~tv.ation is [denUcai_ _ to the previous" case: Let ;~. be . . . .  ,.~ m.~,,,.~.~'~-"°r'" (...~ 
,,, ~-~ c V. i f  A g),. av.d A ~N] d~en A, ~ VfG(~c), {~'0(7), Jo(~}] for 7<X and ~ .:" " 
Because ]Pbd*P(,,c, "y)*P()~o, 8)[-<)~, "" e ,~ ~ ,~ . t~.'.: r;-: i s a set ¢7,. ;:z :4 s t~ch  t l ?a t  ?:,' g;; , !  o , `  
B c_; A -A .  ~.t follows that ~ == {A ¢ 2 ~ I (BB cs g,) (_@ ~ A}} is a ~orm::i measure o~ 
k i nN ' .  
7 
The techniques of Sections 4, 5, m~d 6 can be used to prove theorems oth¢-;r 
than 5.! msd 6.I .  Ins tead of stating explicit theorems, we si~_all outIk~e four ways 
of changing the methods of the precedb,~g secllor;s and i~dfcate wharf z~es~.s~ts c~ui 
be proved. 
The four ways are essent~al!y i~dependent .of eac]~ other and ca:~ [>: c(~mb;~?ed. 
We leave to the reader the task of e~feffo~> ~ all oc,,;:d~.~le -o-q,',~':,@,n-" an,: +e  
corresponding rdat ive  cor~sis~ency results. 
@bse~'v'a.'.!~@~_ 7o~o ~fn Section 5 we proved that N! = "~ is weakly comr~act," Tha~ 
proof used oniy the facts that ~-: is weak!y compact  in VfC]  and 2 ~ t~N = 
2" N V[G]. 'There are several other mToperties of ~ which [,,ass ~rom V[G]  to hi, 
Any  n~ fact which is true of a measurable cardinal will do t~ais. E~,:ampies r,~ci~:,` :~e 
.mc,~a~,~,,c, Ra':~sey, subtle, IT~@~@ssc~bable, e-"~ Rowbottom. 
BqecT.D,~c~@~ 7o2. A ke2 fact in the definition o ....... mc ordeA~?.g P ~s thai X ~s the 
first measurable greater than ~, That  fact is reco niZidSieg ........ in the im,`er mode ~,,'~,f 
There is r~othing ....... sp~,~a~ abo~:t measuyabilityo AII that ~s needed tO -' ~" ~ 
order~'~g like .P :~s that h ~s regular, ;~: is the first X-.cardirml ~:reater dmr~ ~< a~4d 
is sUf~cient!y supercompact to g~ve an  embedding into a:n m~:k~ mudc,  ~ ~,.~,..~ ,,..a: 
: altc~ . . . .  see tihat X is ihe ,`next X-cardinal  Thee, ;c remains meas~osrabie ~"- forcias'~, aa:~ 
- ~ - o 
an ironer ~odet  N c~>~ be defip~e~.~ m wh,`ch ,` ~ is wealdV co~;~t~a:ct and X = ,,C. f :x  
the ~s~a! values of X, the  techeklues of Levy ned Soiovay [8) wf~i s~c,w tE ,`?t  ),~ 
remai~aS an Xccardi~a! ,.'r,` N2 : : : : 
As  ]an example,  we can asst~me ,k ,,s me mist weak,y compact ~re,s~e~ tnaa ~ 
,'¢ is ;~ -,~'p~,ereom- a ,~" Tb,~ resuithi~ model. N:  satisfies ZF-> AC + (s: a i ;d ~,,: ~ ~:[re 
weakiy compact). This is a counterpart ,t,s ti.e ~esu!t of Kunen mei~t-:oned in 
Sectio~r 0. ~.~" ,  ~',n ~,,. -t, a~_~y 1/~,~ property of A can be substituted for weakiy compact 
in tge hypothesis. 
A second example is provided by the X which is the first ordinat a beyo)~d ~. 
sa'~isfyir~g 
{~0 (g is d~e third strongty i.~acccssible cardinal great.or than c~ and c~ is 
g~-a~percompact). 
i_.et ~ be the third strm~g!y inaccessible above X, and assume ;< is )2ai - 
supercompact, in the resuIting model N~. ~<+=A and there is a fine :~ormat 
measere in the ground medct. In ~,rying to extend this idea further, it is important 
,.:o realize that {5 must be definable by a formula whose oafy parameter is a. 
!~'[u, dlfk'.aika} %3.~ The rote of E~ in Section 6 could be played by the successor of 
any ~e[u~ar cardinal & Assume 6 < ~< and ~ is regular. Th~ theorem analogous ~o 
6.I. woukl concl-ude with a mode1 of Z~+ ACa + (U  is weakly compact)+(~F + is 
mea~:urable). 
The ~ast of our four changes is lengthier than tire rest. 
. . . . . . . .  ;.~ ........ ~ 1'he men..o~.~s of the previous section may be iterated to obtain 
mod~!s with ~ co_~secutive large ~ -r ,~.- am'. .a~. To fiiustrate this we describe a model 
v.:i~h three w,:'.akb/ compact cardinals in a row. 
L~:t us bc,,;in by de.fi~i~ng a partial ordering N3. The st~bseript denotes the 
~:mmber of consecutive weakly compact cardinals in the fina! inner modei. At 
~uccessor st0ges h" the induction the de~nition of R ,  will be apptied, R2 being one 
of lhe variae~.s of P d iscussd in modification 7.2. The general inductive process, 
b,y v, !rich i.~,,, ~ is obtained from ~,,, should be easy to extract ~rom 4an definition 
o:~ }~s. Our procedure works only for fissile sequences; as yet we know of no way 
t,,} crca~:e at,, ~e-seque~?ee of weakly compact cardinals. 
The gc~era!ization of our met ~as  rec,u~res tt~e exist,race-of some rather iarge 
cardinals, a~id . . . . . . . . .  ,,'~" wil~ make whatever assumptions are necessary ~o~* the proof to 
go through. We do not kn,~w if our hypotheses are in any ,other way min.imai. 
Sai>~?ose . . . .  ~ < 7, 3 is "y.-supercompact, and a, is the _n:rb~ ~'- ~ weaktv_ compact greater.~ 
u. ~ ~cu there ~_s a notion o~: forcin :, which coilapses ~, to ~ ~ and rnaintains 
the measurability of ~. It was dcs~ibeci in 7.2. The inductive definition of that 
p a,ctiai ordering w-'ould i,>e based on two fu~ctions, ,:: a~d d, with the properties 
~at  c{~4o., . . . . . . .  {.,;aIways ~'o~a.y inacsessible d(~'} ~'~,, {he first weakly compact: above 
:= .,~,: ~,'~ the exte~siom in Sectirm 4 it was convenient to ]e~ c(0} 
is, e the [i~st strongly :. . . . . .  "~ m~c~es ,~,,_e cardinal. However, this was not necessary; the 
gt ," .:~io~ c could . . . .  been t~,st c{0)= G . (SuNcient!y • -. ,rove defiued so ...... was an-,, smali) 
s~ru~.a~v" ~ o~ inaccessibie cardinai. Making this change, we define R~(~... ~) to be the.. 
nni:ior~ of f~.)rcine, whose inductive definitio~, begins a.~ ii~e Strong!y ~r~aceeSsib!e 
cardinal o~, (c~ < ~) and which Col!apses ~1 to ~-  whiie keeping ~3 measurable. (The 
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ordinal 7 is definable from ~ and need not  aopea~  in . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ • __ ~;c.-e <h>m:~h<;a? ~ , be order11!5~ 
Rg[ee, ~) is 8-closed for  all D <ca, and it has the reorcsentatk)n 
R:(~, ,~)--- S:,(< ,,9)* P(,8, V)- 
'Tills; [s the preci~;e ;nqog  to tile fact ~ -s  t~,)"" s va. a ~ which was a,.~ed i.~"~ ae<~o>:., 
4 and 5. 
An  ordinai ee is said to be WCSC (weaMy compact supercompa:0  if i:iaere ~s a 
weakly compact  cardinal/% ~? >,re and a' is ~3-supercompact. 
Proceeding with the definition of  R=, assume tent there are ,:hree ".a,',,li~a_,~ 
~:0, % and ~<-, such  that ~%<2 ~<, < ~,, ~e; ,s ~ae n~,s~, weakly compact aoove ~.  ~<, is 
d?e ~irst VYCSC heyo~d .<0, ann ~o is ~¢,-super'ccm!rmct. P # ,t~,. .. .. that {h,e 
collection of WCSC's  is unbounded below ~<o. >'m~,pt ions . . . . . .  ,.. ~" f and m arc defiaed. _.. 
ipdncfively; tb.cy will assume d~e role which c ae~d d played in Section 4. After ~,!l 
three fcuct ions .qav~ been defined on the ordh'm~s less tim,: ¢7, w<: can s¢! 
k (~)= the 5rst  strongly inaccessible cardinal grea~er tha~ o_. "~ eqnai to 
Lj{m('~, =¢ < ~1- 
. . . . . . .  ~ ,p ] .  {(~) = the  fks t  WCR(" greater  than ~t~. ,  
and 
~'~to ,  ~-  u_~e f irst wea ldy  compac-~; . . . . . .  "*:-'~ g~'ea~er ~. . . . .  ~so'~ 
'We have ~.0,o;v .. ,=  ~<,° /(-%)= ~, ,  and m(:<0) = ~<2. 
fh J  p ~,  ,,..ot_ that k{0) ~J the ~east s~'ong!y inaccessible cardhm!, K we we're <) d.efin~: 
~%~ from N~, we would have to modify tb_e definitior~ ~o . . . . . . .  ~k(0] tc L. an 
arbitrary strongly inaccessible cardinal below ~q~. However ,  such considerations 
a.re distracting and un important  for the case of ~3 :~" ~ ' 
The orderinga R:~t,.0 are defined by induction on  ~ in a sty!e parallel to the 
definition in Section ~ if ~ ~'~ .... " . . . . . .  : ; (~ has bem~. defined for ~g <re, *hen p ~.s ~m e}eme_,~t 
of ~ (e," whenever  ,a is a func~:ion with domain  a :such dmt 
( i )  For  each ~<re ,  p !' t.~ ~ ~,¢./3). 
' e .~m term such that (2 )  I f  e: = ¢ + 1 ,  tn~'n it a 
P i' ~ IFQ(~) ~ R2(k(o:), l (~x))*P(k(~), I(a)). 
~"~ ~¢ ~ = .k (o : ) ,  then t~m ,~et %3 ~ • - '~" -~' - lg~ -- a ] e (p)  *- to} is bound*:<i beiow -~e. "i-'ite \O] . . . . . . . .  
order ing on P(ev) is just as it was in Secdon 4: p'~-q if {or each , r{<a 
!t ~ ? , . -  ,.~ - m,o~,,s f rom clause (9) ?.;hat a'~successor ordiw'.as we have 
.t~-. ~,~,-.-_ .~(~,(e4, Z(re))* P(~ie), l(re)). R3(c~ 4-  " - "   ~*  ire ~- 
The final partial ordei:ing is gh,en h 7 R~= !{::(~:0+ 1). unravd lhm me nolm:~.cm. 
one  Ray  write : ' : 
: R~ = R~(~q:~)*Sa(~e0, ~.q)::~[P(~q, ~@:XP(Ka, <0] ;  : .: : 
i90 E.L. Bidl Jr. 
The last * is replaced by a x beca~se forcing with P0q ,  ~%) is e%]ctosed and does 
,ant af/ce~ P(~<~, .%). 
Take G to be a V-generic subset of R> There are fore" sets G~, G,, G2 and @3 
wi:ric{ *, are generic s~4bsets of each of the four terms in the expression for R> 
Specifica!f.y, G~ is V-generic over £s(;r,.t), G~ is V[G,.j-generic over S:~(~,~, q), 
and G~x G~ is V[G~ G~]-geae;!c over P(e<> a~} x P(;%, ~) .  Of course, V [G]= 
V[G0, (~I~ 6:2, C'S]. 
(b}. M ",". [ '7i. ~, ~co is meas,.e.'able. 
' to  prove !at  take ~ LGd as the Noemd model. As jF<3(ao) ! = ~:o'-~ ;%, ;<~ remains 
WCSC. The pair {C7>G2) is essetltialty a generic object over R2(~%, .%)= 
8,(~% :q}*P(e<>~%'!, and ~->xo, '~> ~ %) was designed~. _.~ to make ;<~=,<,_ and to pre- 
serve the measurati l ity of .%. The proof is the same as that of Theorem ,~ 5 
( 'he proof of pan (b) is also sim~ar to Theorem ,$.5. h is ~ot hard to verify that 
R-s iaas aft ~he properties (closure condh:ions of the factors, for e~ample) necessary 
for that ' ~ .. ploc t lo ;.to through_ 
The computation for (-' . ~c) is routine. 
To define the inner model bL eo.nsider ";,~f>~ _ .,, ; _ J j  as an exten.s{on of V[Ga, G~] by 
~ ~,:~ ....... pa,:dal ordering P0¢.,"~,2) >,Fta,," "'-" ~,]. A sap0o;t  for this ordering is a pa,,:'° ,.,:"~ 
;dma~ 6> 8'> ,a a~ > ~. , just ;as [* was hr Sectior~ 6. The model Ns is the class of all 
• , , r  F2,  ~ t~ <,>¢ elements of i.t ,.~ wMc.h are the realization of terms admitting support from 
i:~:'< > For the definU:bns of the auxiiliary notions and a precise description of 
AQ. i:hehx::ader is refe~ red to Section 6. That discussion carries over directly, after 
reNadn;~ ?<, ~. k wkh ~q,, ~,:~, <> Accordingly, the connteG)arts to Le:mmas 6.2 
and 6.3 remain true. 
Le~[~a 7°4° (f A is et sef of ordi~-~a!s a.~d A ~]\%, dleP. jbr some {% ~} e ~oe x ~;  
:¢ c Y[O,,, 6% Gr~ i- P(,< ~, 7), G~ P. P(<,, a)]. 
L em~a:.~: %% ~,,~~ f" ,,%--'- ~nd _f~ V{ G], An,, ..... .fc-:- W3. 
By rfiethod,,; which are now routirm, Ns is a model for ZF+DC~-; -%% is 
in ~,,r ~x~ and the fact that }n V , ~s-, ~<:z is weaMy compact by Lemma  
IR@<:I "&(  ,:~, ,:d"[P(:'q, " ' "  I .... P0%, 8)]] < K~. 
"Nw: proof (ff the weak compactp.ess of ~<i s just like the proof Lq Section 6 for 
< = R> Finally ~% is weakb, comoact in N,  by Lemma 7.5(b) and 2'q, ¢~ VrFNc  bz 
a consequence of i .emma 7,7, 
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